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Calloway seeks hearing before state board
pet
Files

NNWMoir

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Education will request a hearing before the Kentucky Board
of Education concerning the
annexation of the Crossfield
subdivision into the Murray
Independent School District.
With no discussion other than
to speak or nod consent,
Calloway board members Jeff
Gordon, Terry Bourland, Linda
Avery, Steve Grogan and
Richard Smotherman quickly

unaniand
mously
approved the
action during a
meeting
Tuesday night.
Superintendent
Steve Hoskins
board
told
Hoskins
members that
Education
believes
he
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit's
decision to support the annexation is not the final word on the

matter and that the district by Crossfield residents. The
should bring their case to the county system states that some
state school board during their of those who signed the petition
subsequently withdrew their
Aug. 2-3 meeting.
"If tread the statute comedy, names after it was presented and
it's not a ruling; it's more of a approved by the Murray board.
At least 75 percent of resirecommendation that the commissioner has made," Hoskins dents must approve annexation
said. "I guess the question here and both boards must reach an
tonight would be is this board in agreement within 90 days before
the action can proceed.
agreement with that?"
However Calloway took no
beginning,
the
From
Calloway board officials have action on what they deemed an
disputed the validity of a peti- invalid petition and Wilhoit
tion presented to both districts stepped in to try to settle the

matter, announcing his decision
in an e-mail to Murray
Superintendent Bob Rogers
Thursday.
Hoskins has pointed out that
Wilhoit's decision sets a precedent that would be detrimental
to county school boards across
the state should more independent districts grow by petition for
annexation.
If not satisfied with the state
school board's decision on the
matter, Calloway also has an
option to file suit in Franklin

County Circuit Court.
Other than board member;
and a few school officials, two
Crossfield residents opposed to
the annexation also attended the
meeting.
Alvin limey, of Birchwood
Drive, said he no longer has any
children in school and doesn't
believe he should have to pay
additional taxes.
"I just don't see any point in
me having to pay for these other
II See Page 2A
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Nominations
for Kathie
Gentry award
being accepted
Special to the Ledger
Peggy Billington, Executive
Director of the United Way of
Murray-Calloway County, has
announced that the United Way
is now accepting nominations
for the Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement
Award.
The award
was initiated in
2001 by the
Way
United
of
Board
Directors to
honor Kathie
the
Gentry,
longtime director of Need Line.
"Kathie Gentry was an inspiration to so many people. She
spent her lifetime serving this
community," said Billington.
The nomination must honor a
person for a lifetime of humanitarian service to others in our
community. The nominees must
be a resident of Calloway
County and should exhibit the
characteristics and attributes of
Kathie Gentry which include
being selfless; caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming way; respectful of the
humanity and dignity of all people; and serving others above
and beyond the call of duty.
According to Billington,
"Nomination forms can be
picked up at the United Way
Office, or by following the criteria listed on the Web or the
Murray Ledger & Times.Forms are a little more indepth this year and must be
returned to the United Way
Office by Aug. 14.
The award will .be presented
at the United Way Banquet on
Aug. 29.
"The Kick-Off Banquet is
one of the highlights of the year"
said Billington, "and it's always
gratifying for the United Way to
honor someone who exemplifies
the things that Kathie Gentry
stood for."

PARIS. Tenn. (AP) — A
teenage girl was killed and
another injured when a compact
pickup they were joynding in
crashed near McKenzie in West
Tennessee, police say.
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Please use the information
listed below when submitting your nominee:
GuldelInes/Criteria
The nomination must honor
a person for a lifetime of
humanitarian service to others in our community.
The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County
The nominee must exhibit
the characteristics and
attributes of Kathie Gentry:
— Selfless
— Caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming
way
— Respectful of the humanity and dignity of all people
— Serving others above
and beyond the call of duty
Nomination
Please submit your nomination, neatly printed or
typed with the following
information:
— Your name
— Your phone number
— Nominee's name
— Nominee's phone number
— Basis of Nomination
Please be specific as possible Please provide basis of
nomination in narrative form
in 500 words or less.
Please send nomination to
the following:
Kathie Gentry Award
Committee
Murray-Calloway County
United Way
607 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071
more information,
For
please call the United Way
office at 270-753-0317 or
at
e-mail
via
unitedway0murray-ky.net.
Previous honorees include
Opal 'Tootle" Oakley, Peggy
Williams, Eric Kelleher, and
Thelma Watford.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
runs a sweeper
Madisonville,
of
LLC,
Contracting,
Charbon
with
Wilkerson
Joseph
A STREET SWEEPER AT WORK:
Wilkerson
over a section of North 4th Street Wednesday morning while other workers remove the top layer of pavement.
He said
places.
some
in
inches
three
to
up
but
inches
arter
one-and-one-qu
down
pavement
the
taking
were
said crews
a lot
this would allow for workers to put down a new base. Wilkerson said the heat was rough and crews were drinking
of water.

Planning sets deadline for Chantilly Place work
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Alpha Omega Properties Inc.
failed to pave a parking area and
finish a privacy fence at its
Chantilly Place development, so
Planning
Murray
the
Commission is going to give the
now-dissolved corporation four
months to tend to these details
before levying a fine.
The commission voted 7-0
Tuesday to give Alpha Omega
Properties, which was represented at the meeting by President
John Downs, 120 days to pave
the lot on the south side of the
street.
only
subdivision's
Commissioner Nelson Shroat
abstained from voting and
David Ramey and Ed Davis
were absent.
Should the corporation fail to
comply within the 120 days,
which starts once Downs offi-

cially is notified of the commission's action, a fine of $100 a
day will be assessed until the
paving and fencing are finished.
Chantilly Place, which sits
off the west side of South Fourth
Street, was developed in 1994.
During a meeting on Dec. 14,
1993, Downs talked with commissioners and city staff members about the development.
Two audio portions of the
earlier meeting were played
commissioners
for
back
Tuesday as evidence of Downs'
commitment to provide paved
off-street parking and a privacy
fence to separate the parking
area from neighbor Anne Hale.
Although hard to hear at
times, the recording of the 1993
meeting included then-City
Planner Don Elias talking about
the need for a parkink lot
because of the number of houses

with limited parking. City regu- required annual reports. But
lations that require such parking Alpha Omega continues to own
lots to have a dustless surface, the lot that was planned as a
such as pavement, were in effect parking area, which was going
to be deeded over to the homeat the time.
The other issue was about owners association that was
establishing a homeowners never established.
Downs told the commission.
association, which Downs said
he tried to do twice but the resi- Tuesday that the parking area
was graveled with white stone,
dents weren't interested.
"It was never the intent of the "but nobody would take care of
developers to pave the parking it, so the grass and weeds took it
lot. I don't know where there over. We've been mowing it for
was anything said about it four or five years. It can still be
because I don't know what was used for parking if they choose
going on this tape here," Downs to."
In other business, the comsaid. "We may be responsible
for putting up the fence. We mission:
unani—Recommended
tried to form the homeowners
association on two occasions, mously the Murray City Council
zone two lots of Cambridge subbut they refused."
Since the development, the division as multi-family residensecretary of state's office dis- tial. Sam Underwood owns the
solved the corporation because
its members didn't file the •See Page 2A

Murray girl, 14, killed in apparent joyriding accident, driver hurt

Mei

Perak

FYI

MI Televlskie

The crash killed Tabitha
Inlow, who was just five days
from her 15th birthday.
The Tennessee Highway
Patrol said the driver of the truck
was Andrea Manse, 16, of

3-DAY FORECAST

McKenzie and that her mother
had reported the truck stolen.
saying her daughter didn't have
permission to drive it.
Manse had no driver's
license or learner's permit. She

was last reported in stable condition at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Nashville,
according to THP Trooper
Phillip Steele.
Troopers say the crash hap-

Irvin Cobb Marina
The fnendliest smile on the lake"
TN River

m.m 51 on Blood Rivet

270-436-2525
159 Resort Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Pump-out
Irvincobbmarina.corn
-New Trans./Gas Dock 125 feet
'Boat slips 20 to 60 feet
Iffoessis
*Gasoline and Diesel Fuel
A
.Fully stocked Shin's Store
*Fresh Cooked Hamburgers. Hot Dogs.
•
•
On The t ake
Polish & The Best Bec.'
Call-

pened Friday on Jarrell Road,
about seven miles south of
McKenzie. lnlow was a native
of Murray, Ky., and her funeral
was held on Monday in Pans.
Troopers said that there were

no indications of alcohol or
drugs at the accident scene.
Steele said he doubted Manse
would be charged with vehicular
homicide, though she could face
"a charge like joyriding."

Call todayfor our
July Specials!

DARNELL
MONUMENTS
227 Fox Rd. - Off Hwy.58(formerly Hwy.8o)
Mayfield, KY 42066 • 270-247-8858
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Calloway County Sheriff's DapWtment
• An injury crash was reported at 6:55 a.m. Monday on Conege
Farm Road. The incident was referred to Murray Police
Department.
• A burglary was reported at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church at
7:32 a.m. Monday. The caller said the attempted burglary was to
the fellowship hall. A case was opened.
• A caller from Locust Grove Road reported at 735 a.m. Monday
that.someone messed up his truck and stole the tires and wheels
A case was opened
• Someone came into the department to report a sexual assault
at 9:24 am Monday. A fourth-degree assault case was opened.
Murray Police Department
• A burglary was reported at 1:40 p.m Monday at 195 Riviera
Courts.
• Steven R. McGhee, 33, of Almo, was arrested Tuesday on a
warrant charging him with possession of burglary tools.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 7:46 a.m.
Tuesday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at Emmanuel Baptist Church at
9:54 am. Tuesday.
• Extra patrol was requested Tuesday because pallets in front of
Food Giant were stolen several times overnight.
Murray Fire Department
• A garage fire was reported across from 1313 Johnson Blvd. at
452 p.m. Monday MPD also responded.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

AP
LIGHTNING IGNITES GAS TANKER: Lightning crosses the sky above a fire in Providence Harbor Tuesday in
Providence, R.I. Fire engulfed a dock area at the Port of Providence on Tuesday night when lightning struck as a tanker
was unloading gasoline.

Judge. He said the ship reported
problems with its steenng apparatus.
The ship then righted itself
before returning to port, where
the Coast Guard said all passengers and crew had been accounted for.
Besides an adull'and a child
who were critically hurt. 12 people were seriously hurt and
about 70 had lesser ninnies, said
Cape Canaveral Fire Rescue
Capt. Jim Watson.
Thirty-three people were
taken to hospitals, he said. Most
had bruises and minor back and
neck injures.
'Toni Daus. 32, was sunbathing on the ship's upper deck

II Planning ...
From Front
AP
An ambulance transports injured passengers to a hospital
from the port at Cape Canaveral, Fla. after an incident aboard
the cruise ship Crown Princess, seen in background, on
Tuesday.
lounge chairs went flying," he
when the ship began to list,
"It became very disastrous said. "I was just holding on for
because ... tables, glasses, dear life."

From Front
people's children to go to
school," he said. —They've got a
perfect nght to go by paying
tuition."
Usrey also noted that subdivision residents, including those
that support the annexation, will
be paying a higher tax rate far
longer than the years their children will spend in the class-
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Murray's school tax rate is
approximately I() cents more
than Calloway's.
"I think that if they do the
math, over a period of time, they
are going to pay more in taxes
than their tuition will cost," he
said. "People like me are going
to suffer with those taxes as long
as we live out here, which my
intentions are is to live here for
the rest of my life."
Usrey's neighbor. Dale
Outland, who is also opposed to
the measure, pointed out after
the meeting that being financial-

-- Wholesale
Prices
f

Laminate
Starting at

ly able to pay the extra taxes is
not the issue.
"That has got nothing to do
with the issue at hand ... as to
what people have got," he said.
"Whether I'm only worth 50
cents or whether I'm worth $IO
million, I'm still against the
annexation simply because I
don't want any new taxes
imposed on me. I think I've got
just as much right to feel that
way about it as those that feel
that they want to do it."
The Murray Ledger & limes
is aware of at least three other
Crossfield residents against the
annexation; however two of
them did not want to speak publicly on the matter and another
could not be contacted today.
Also during the meeting, the
board approved a request for the
position of student worker. The
candidate will be paid $5.15 per
hour for up to 100 days and will
perform
primarily clerical
duties.
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subdivision plat for River Field
Estates, which Matt Jennings is
developing at the end of Doran
Road South. The subdivision'S
two units will have 50 lots total
— 22 of which will have singlefamily homes even though the
zoning is split between singleand multi-family use. The other
unit — which includes 28 lots
— is zoned multi-family residential and maybe have some
duplex dwellings constructed.

•Calloway ...

WHAL
Regional Distribu

two lots, which fjpe Bailey
Road across from Gettysburg
Apartments.
The same two lots are in the
annexation process. At last
month's meeting, the commission recommended the council
annex the lots. City Planner
Candace Dowdy said that item is
expected to be on next week's
council agenda.
—Reviewed the preliminary
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Staff Report
A two-vehicle collision before 4 p.m. Monday sent one driver to
the hospital with facial injuries.
Lloyd Davis, 87, who lives on Barnett Cemetery Road in Benton,
was making a left turn off of Van Cleave Road to Ky.94 East to go
east when he pulled into the path of a westbound vehicle, according
to a release from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
The westbound vehicle was driven by Justine Mengel, 19, of
Jaguar Drive, Murray.
Deputy Brandon Gallimore said Mengel was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital with injuries to the face. She was treated
and released, a hospital spokeswoman said Tuesday.

Dozens injured as cruise
ship lists badly after
leaving Florida port
PORT CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — A steering problem
caused a new cruise ship to roll
abruptly Tuesday, throwing passengers and crew to the deck and
injuring dozens. including two
critically, officials said.
One passenger said seawater
flooded several upper decks of
the Crown Princess. forcing
water from a swimming pool
"like a mini-tsunami." and
breaking windows and furniture.
The vessel, with about 3.1(X)
passengers and 1,2(10 crew, had
just departed Port Canaveral on
Honda's east coast en route to
New York when it listed badly to
its left side. said Coast Guard
spokesman Petty Officer Jarhes

Driver injured in
two-vehicle crash
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Dixon appointed to fill court seat
Staff Report
FRAN KFORT, Ky.
—
McCracken District Judge
Donna Dixon was appointed
"Iliesday to fill the appellate
court seat Murray's Judge David
Buckingham had held until his
retirement about two months
ago.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher appointed Dixon, who is running for a
full-term on the Court of
Appeals, to represent one of the
two First District seats on the
14-person court.
"It is humbling that Gov.
Fletcher has chosen me for this
appointment," Dixon said in a

University. Early in her legal
career, she served as a law clerk
Bill
to Appellate Judge
Howerton.
Judge Dixon has worked in
private practice in Paducah, as
well as served as an assistant
common wealth
McCracken
attorney prior to her election as
district judge. She and her husband, Tom Osborne, live in
Paducah with their two daughters, Maya and Rebekah.
Dixon faces Murray attorney
Mark Blankenship on the
November ballot for the Second
Division of the First District.
The First Division race is
between Hopkinsville attorney

Logan Askew and Paducah
attorney Shea Nickell.
Tuesday's appointment is
through December, then Nixon
will either keep the seat or
Blankenship will assume office
at the first of the year, depending
on the upcoming election.
The state's judicial nominating committee forwarded three
names, including Dixon's, to the
governor for consideration. The
other two were Murray attorney
Randy Hutchens, who is running
for Calloway district judge, and
Hopkinsville attorney John
Chewning.

Soldier based
at Fort
Campbell dies
of injuries
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP)— A soldier with the 101st
Airborne Division died Monday
of injuries sustained when his
Humvee was struck by a rocketpropelled grenade, the U.S.
Arrny said Tuesday.
Cpl. Nathaniel S. Baughman,
23, of Monticello, Ind., was
wounded in Bayji,Iraq, while on
patrol.
Baughman was assigned to
the 1st Battalion, 187th Infantry
Regiment, 3rd Brigade Combat
Team, 101st Airborne Division,
Fort Campbell, Ky.
More than 150 soldiers from
Fort Campbell have died in the
Iraq war since it began in March
2003. The sprawling Army base
Kentuckythe
straddles
Tennessee border.

Town

NOTICE
II The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 today at city hall. The
agenda includes public hearings for expanding a non-conforming structure and allowing
a home occupation and three
variance
dimensional
requests.
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet at 3 p.m. on
Thursday, July 20 at the
Weak's Community Center on
Poplar Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is a resolution
for a grant application for a
new Calloway County Health
Center, accepting new roads
into the county maintenance
system, approval of lease
agreements with the city, the
county, the Park's board and
others as well as an update on
county road paving efforts.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board meeting
will be Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. Director and
committee reports are on the
agenda.
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Trumpeter Malachi Thompson dies

AP

Steve Scheiner, with DCS Corporation, which supports the Army Research. Development and
Engineering Command, points out a group of targets on a simulator demonstrated by U.S.
Army Sgt 1st Class Richard Blangger at the Unit Action Maneuver Battle Lab in Fort Knox, Ky.,
Tuesday.

FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) — ogy to control unmanned vehiSgt. 1st Class Jeremy Dose has cks during convoy missions,
spent part of his summer playing while computer systems tell solan elaborate video game with diers what to target first with
which weapon.
remote controlled robots. .
"What we're trying to do
Dose has been testing the
robots as part of an experiment here is make it easier for the solcalled RUX06 — a project diers," said Patrick Nunez, test
involving autopilot functions, director.
Lt. Col. John Janiszewski,
robots and simulators at Fort
Knox.The testing,for the Future chief of experimentation for the
Combat System at the Unit of Battle Lab, said the goal_ of the
Action Maneuver Battle Lab at technology is to grow soldiers
Fort Knox, is wrapping up after to "fight and win with unparalleled effectiveness."
seven years.
outfitted
military
The
The tests for RUX06, which
come to an end next week, Strykers with computer screens
research the effects of the and robotic capabilities to test
advanced crew station and the technology. The vehicle
robotics systems technology on operates essentially on autopilot,
while each seat in the lead vehisoldier performance.
Soldiers use the new technol- de of a convoy, has a in-fold

computer screen showing users
various routs, enemy vehicles
and maps.
Soldiers program the planned
course and the computer system
takes over, allowing soldiers to
concentrate on other efforts,
Dose said.
Before the technology came
into play, soldiers were asked to
drive, plan routes, look for enemies and watch the roads all at
the same time — the equivalent
of driving while reading, Nunez
said. Janiszewski said using the
technology will mean fewer soldiers will be in the field.
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CHICAGO(AP)— Trumpeter Malachi Thompson,a leading figure in Chicago's experimental jazz scene, has died. He was 56.
Thompson died at his home on Chicago's South Side on Sunday
after a lengthy battle with cancer, Bob Koester, founder of
Thompson's record label, Delrnark, said Tuesday.
"It's a great loss for Chicago," said saxophonist Fred Anderson;
a founding member of the Association for the Advancement of
Creative Musicians.
Doctors told Thompson in 1989 that he had a year to live after
being diagnosed with T-cell lymphoma. Thompson later said the
diagnosis transformed his music and led him to release "Lift Every
Voice" in 1993, which explored the roots of black musical culture.
Thompson was born in Princeton, Ky., and moved to the South
Side when he was a child.

EPS/ MIDAMERM

Protect your kids

Woodmen of the Woad/Omaha Wooden.% Life Inror•n,..
Home Offkr.()molts, Nebra•ka

Thank You
To
Everyone
For
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51st
Anniversary.

HINDMAN, Ky. (AP) — A Knott County miner was killed
Tuesday when the highwall of a surface mine collapsed on him as he
operated a drill, a state official said.
The body of Jason Mosley, 28, of Hindman, was recovered about
II a.m. at the Hendrickson Equipment inc., Smith Branch No. 1
mine near Hindman, said Chuck Wolfe, spokesman for the Office or
Mine Safety and Licensing.
The OMSL district office in Hazard was dispatched by Kentucky
State Police about an hour earlier. A new state law that went into
effect July 12 requires coal companies to directly notify state mine
safety officials within IS minutes of a fatality or life-threatening
agency.
"Whether this was in compliance with the new law is something
that will be addressed in the investigation," Wolfe said.
He said state investigators were evaluating the scene Tuesday
afternoon, but further information was not immediately released. .
The mine had been inspected twice by the state since it began
operations in October 2005. It was cited for faulty equipment in
December and June and lack of emergency supplies in December.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Below the flagpole outside
Bowling Green's Masonic Lodge No. 73 there's now a stone monument for a fallen Kentucky Army National Guard soldier.
Staff Sgt. Brock A. Beery of White House, Term., was killed in
Iraq on March 23 when his vehicle encountered a roadside bomb. He
was a member of the Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 2nd,
Battalion, 123rd Armor, based in Bowling Green.
Beery joined the Masons just before leaving for Iraq in June 2005:
and his comrades and family members gathered Monday to present'
the stone monument honoring him.
Beery joined the Masons because many of his military friends
were also members, said Sgt. Paul Browder. Browder and other military friends who attended the dedication remembered Beery as a
good friend who loved his country and his family.
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release. "I rededicate myself to
the important work of the
Kentucky Court of Justice and
will do all in my power to serve
honorably on the Kentucky
Court of Appeals."
Buckingham moved to senior
status May I.
"I have known Judge Dixon
for a number of years, and will
work with her in her transition to
fill the seat that I held," Judge
Buckingham said. "I wish her
the best."
A native of Paducah, Judge
Dixon is a magna cum laude
graduate of Murray State
University, and received her law
degree from Southern Illinois
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Due to growth and expansion
we're searching for qualified
candidates
At Pepsi MidAmerica we offer competitive wages,
401K, Defined Pension Plan, Health Insurance, Paid
Vacation, and opportunity for advancement.
Pepsi MidAmerica is an equal opportunity employer.
Murray Supply employee Phil Stark,: left,
pictured with Whirlpool Tub winner, Mike Farley
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Phillip Powell - Recruiter
Benton Depot, 1531 US HWY 641 N.,
Benton, Ky 42025
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kytehrmgr@pepsimidamerica.com
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In Praise of the

College Campus V
• Nestled in the rolling hills of the Bluegrass in, obviously,
the center of the state, Centre College holds a unique, central place in the history of higher education in Kentucky.
Founded in 1819. Centre continues to have the distinction of
being the premier liberal arts college in the Commonwealth
and one of the finest small colleges in the South.
U. S. News & World Report ranks Centre in the Top Fifty liberal arts colleges jr
the nation. Centre alumni include two
United States vice presidents and two
Supreme Court justices, including Chief Justice Fred Vinson, and John Marshall Harlan,
who gave a dissenting -opinion in the Messy
v. Ferguson decision of 1896. It is not
pnusual for presidents of other colleges and
Universities across the South to send their
Hoyle and
:stns and daughters to Centre.
Away
We recently walked the sweeping lawns
By James
and tree-shaded walks of Centre when we
Duane Bolin
took our son Wesley there to participate in
Ledger & Times
the Governor's Scholars Program. Wesley
Columnist
will be on the Centre campus for five
weeks, and although we miss him dearly,
we are grateful that he has this opportunity.
Dr. Clarence Wyatt, a professor of History — a leading
scholar of the Vietnam War — serves as the GSP campus
director. Wesley will study, among other things, literature
and creative writing under the direction of Bob Foshee, an
emeritus master teacher at Louisville's St. Francis High
School. The literature part of the class will concentrate on
the novels, short stories, essays, and poems of Kentucky
wnters. What better place to read Kentucky literature —
and to write — than at Centre College where Kentucky
writers, including Richard Taylor, Ed McClanahan. Morris
Grubbs, and Maurice Manning, will visit the class, sharing
their passion for literature and writing.
We moved Wesley into Nevin Hall. an L-shaped dormitory
tucked neatly in between Stevenson House and Breckinridge
Hall (named after Vice President John C. Breckinridge). and
across the street from Old Centre, the main building completed in 1820. We then strolled past the inviting benches
of an outdoor classroom and an ancient Beech tree, past
"the college centre" and a modernistic "flame" sculpture with
a Goethe quotation etched at its base. "Where the lights are
brighte§t. the shadows are deepest."
We continued on past an old Carnegie Library building
and Sutcliffe Hall to the Norton Center for the Arts, the site
of the tele% ised vice presidential debate in 2000. At Norton,
we heard a moving address by Dr. John Roush, Centre's
charismatic president.
With its antique street lamps, landscaped walks, and parklike setting. Centre looks like .1 liberal arts college ought to
But there IS much more to Centre than just an aeslook.
thetically-pleasing campus. Centre's history gives it a unique
place in Kentucky higher 'education. Not that the school's
past was always without difficulty Lttrollment dwindled
dangerously during the Civil War. Centre had only seven
graduates in 1863. and the campus was occupied by Confederate soldiers before the Battle of Perry% ille, and by Union
soldiers after the battle.
When the Kentucky legislature chartered the college in
1819, the state stipulated that "the college shall at all times
be conducted upon liberal. tree. and enlightened principles,
and no student shall he excluded in consequence of his religious opinions, or those of his parents. guardians, or relatives.Although the common v. calf h turned the college over to
the Pre shy terian denomination of Kentucky iii I $24. the state
had already- made it dean that "no religious doctrine peculiar
to any one sect if Christians shall he 111CUIcated by any professor in said college
ESPN rei.ently ranked Centre's ()ctoher 29. 1921 victory
over liar% Mil as WIC Of "the Ce111111-Y. greatest- upsets.- In
1921. the Harvard Crimson reigned as national champions
and had heen undeteated tor ii' y ears, hut little Centre
(Ideated mighty Has aid b Ii belore 4.5.0(S) tans at Harvard
Stadium.
Former
tion too
()h. then: is a Mut r.as State
MSt president Kern Alexander play eft quarterback for Centre
i iii a storied past. Centre
during his underg1.1(illall' kl0 s
College COMMIX,̀ to hold a t. entral educational niche in Kentucky
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Bunning, McConnell urged to support
veterans, pass asbestos reform act
By MICHAEL PENNY
Past Stat Commander
Kentucky Department of
the Veterans of Foreign
Wars
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.
The men and women who
serve in our nation's military are used to overcoming
obstacles. They are trained
to do just that. They jump
hurdles for Uncle Sam every
day when they defend our
country.
Unfortunately, there are
some obstacles like the
asbestos litigation system
that even seasoned veterans
can't get around without the
help of Congress.
Thousands of our veterans
are sick with asbestos-related
diseases stemming from their
exposure to this dangerous
substance while in the military
Like many businesses, the
l'.S government used
asbestos in fireproofing and
insulation during World War
II and up to the Vietnam
War. But unlike the men
and women who worked in
the private sector who can
sue their employers in court,
sick veterans are barred
from suing the federal government (their employer
while they were in the military I for compensation. '
This severely limits sick
veterans in their avenues for
compensation.
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Washington, D.C. 20510,
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Melvin Henley(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail. melvin.henley0Irc.ky.gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
fund approach. sick veterans
will no need to assign
blame to a specific defendant and therefore will be
assured of proper compensation.
Some have said that we
should fix the asbestos
problem by setting strict
medical criteria to determine
who is and is not eligible
to file an asbestos lawsuits.
Although this solution may
filter out some Of the cases,
it won't help sick veterans
overcome the obstacles that
often keep their cases from

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

the courts.
A trust fund solution is
the only solution that will
ensure the men and women
who served our country
receive the help they need.
Sick veterans need Congress to at quickly. More
than 20 national veterans'
service organizations are
supporting S. 3274. I urge
Senators Bunning and
McConnell to work with the
veterans community to help
pass this critical legislation.
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But this broken system
hurts more than just veterans. All sick asbestos victims who enter the court
system must contend with
long waits for court dates -thousands of cases are now
pending and judges simply
can't keep up.
Unfortunately too many
of these cases have been
filed by tnal lawyers on
behalf of people who aren't
even sick.
Because of these greedy
trial lawyers, the system is
riddled with fraud and abuse
and as a result, truly sick
victims often end up with
paltry compensation.
The time has come for
Congress to step up and
adopt meaningful asbestos
litigation reform. I call on
Senators Jim Bunning and'
Mitch McConnell to support
S. 3274, the Fairness in
Asbestos Injury Resolution
Act, which will clean up
the asbestos claims system.
This vital bill will establish a victims' trust fund,
which will ensure that each
and every truly sick victim
gets fast and fair compensation.
Because it will operate
outside our legal system.
trial lawyers won't be able
to cash in and make millions of dollars, as they do
in today 's system.
Under S. 3742's no-fault
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Murray Ledger & Times

Obituaries
Tommy lYies
The funeral for Tommy Thies will be today (Wednesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Bro.
Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Randy Montgomery, Phil McCuiston, Sam
Steger, Jackie White, Mike Vaughn and Jimmy Cooper, active;
William Vance, Terry Rogers, B.J. Grooms and Ralph Lilly, honorary. Burial will follow in the Fossett Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Tynes, 54, Rolling Acres Lane, Murray, died Monday, July
17, 2006, at 8 a.m, at his home.
He was a member of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church.
• Born Jan. 5, 1952, he was the son of the late Guy Thomas Tynes
isnd Elwanda 'nicker Tynes.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Madelene Tynes; one daughter,
Dusty Jewell 'types, Murray; one son, Eury Dale Tynes and wife,
Kelly. Hazel; stepmother, Mrs. Lois Jean Tynes, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Wanda Faye Morgan and husband, Connie, Murray; one
brother, Richard Tynes and wife, Donna, Coldwater; several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. Eileen GilNam Duey
The funeral for Mrs. Eileen Gilliam Usrey was today
(Wednesday) at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Gene Gilliland and Mike Williams officiated.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice
Program, 2855 Jackson St., Paducah, Ky., 42003, or to Benton
Church of Christ, 3091 Main St., Benton, Ky., 42025.
Mrs. Usrey, 91, Benton, formerly of Murray, died Sunday. July
16, 2006, at 5 a.m, at her home.
A retired elementary school teacher, she was a member of Benton
Church of Christ. She was a graduate of Peabody College,
Nashville, Tenn., with a degree in math and physics.
Her husband, Robert Usrey; two sisters, Jody Dunn and Julia
Collier; and three brothers, Bill, John and Bluit Gilliam, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Otis Gilliam and
Lula Johnson Gilliam.
Survivors include her nieces and nephews, Dennis Dunn, Benton,
Jonda Dallas and Tommy Gilliam, both of Paducah, Cheryl
Boughton, Kingston, Ill., Annette Gilliam, San Diego, Calif., Nat
Collier, Seattle, Wash., Heather Butler, Thomasville, Ga., Stephen
Gilliam, Athens, Ga., David Gilliam, Columbia, S.C., and Martha
itnd Benny Gilliam, California.

Mrs. Clara Doran
A memorial service for Mrs. Clara Doran will be Saturday at 4
p.m. at Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses, Murray. Paul Spence
will officiate.
Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Doran,86, Fulton, died Thursday, July 13, 2006, at 5 a.m. at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A homemaker, she was of Jehovah's witness faith.
Her husband, Ernest Doran; two sisters, Mary Selby and Emma
Gerlock; and two brothers, Henry and George Eichman, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Henry Eichman and
Katharina E. Schwab Eichman.
Survivors include one son, Garvin R. Doran, Fulton; two brothers, Harold Eichman and Herbert Eichman, both of Russ County,
Colo.; several nieces and nephews.
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Tropical Storm Beryl expected to
remain off the North Carolina Coast
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP)
Tropical Storm Beryl remained
off the North Carolina coast and
on
north
headed
was
Wednesday, with forecasters
continuing to predict its worst
wind and rain would remain offshore.
"We got a light wind, a little
cloudy," said Howard Rau, the
manager of the Avalon Fishing
Pier in Kill Devil Hills on the
state's Outer Banks. "It's not
supposed to get that bad. We've
had worse northeasters."
And Beryl wasn't deterring
vacationers in the popular summertime destination from having a good time on Weanesday:
Golfers were On the course,
boats were headed out to sea and
early morning fishermen were
trying their luck at Rail's pier.
"It's pretty good fishing:
Blues, Spanish, some spot and
mullet," he said.
At 8 a.m. EDT, Beryl, the
second named storm of the season, was centered about 105
miles east of Cape Hatteras. It
was moving north at 7 mph with
maximum sustained winds of 45
mph and some higher gusts. The
National Hurricane Center
expected to discontinue a tropical storm watch from Cape
Lookout to the Currituck Beach
Light later Wednesday morning.
"From looking at radar, it's
pretty much past us," said Pat
Delasons, a clerk at Teach's Lair
marina in Hatteras Village. "We
might get a bit of swell out of it.
About two-thirds of our fleet is
out.... I've seen worse days than
this in the last week when it's
really been blowing."
The forecast indicated that

AP
Tropical Storm Beryl can be seen in this image provided by NOAA, the second named storm
of the 2006 Atlantic hurricane season, formed off the North Carolina coast Tuesday and a tropical storm watch was issued for the eastern part of the state. This image was taken this morning. A hurricane reconnaissance aircraft reported that the storm's maximum sustained winds
were at least 40 mph, the National Hurricane Center said. At 11 p.m. EDT, Beryl was centered
about 130 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras and was moving north at about 7 mph.
Tropical Storm Beryl wouldn't
develop into a hurricane,
although some strengthening
was possible over the next 24
hours, the National Hurricane
Center said.
The storm appeared unlikely
to build into a hurricane and
likely to move parallel to the
East Coast instead of heading
ashore, said Richard Pasch, a
hurricane specialist at the
National Hurricane Center in

Doctor, two nurses
charged with killing
patients by injection
NEW ORLEANS (AP) High on the seventh floor of
Memorial Medical Center, some
of the city's sickest patients lay
in wet, sweaty sheets, drifting in
and out of consciousness.
In the hours before the last of
the hospital's patients were
evacuated, one of Hurricane
Katrina's most uncomfortable
decisions had to be made: What
would happen to those too sick
to be moved?
According to a monthslong
investigation by the state's attorney general, a doctor and two
nurses "pretended that maybe
they were God" and put to death
four patients using a lethal injection of drugs, after determining
that the four were either too ill
or too incapacitated to be transported.
The deceased, who ranged in
age from 61 to 90 years old,
would have survived Katrina
had they not been administered
the , lethal doses, Louisiana
Attorney General Charles C.
Foti said.
On Tuesday, a doctor and two
nurses were booked with being
"a principal to second-degree
murder"- a charge that carries
a mandatory sentence of life in
prison.
The arrest of Dr. Anna Pou,
and nurses Cheri Landry and
Lon Budo, brings to an end
months of speculation about socalled ''mercy killings" at
Memorial. Although attorneys
for the three insist no crime took
place. the three women are the
first medical professionals
charged in a 10-month-long
criminal investigation into
:whether many of New Orleans'
:sick and elderly were abandoned
or put out of their misery in the
'slays after the storm.

Foti, who late last year subpoenaed more than 70 employees of the hospital, warned that
there will likely be more arrests
and more victims identified:
"This case is not over yet," he
said. And he stressed: "This is
not euthanasia. This is homicide."
At least 34 patients died at
the eight-story, 3I7-bed hospital, which became a death trap
as temperatures soared past 100
degrees and floodwaters cut off
access to the building in the
chaotic days following Katrina.
In court papers, state investigators said Pou told a nurse
executive three days after the
hurricane that the patients still
awaiting evacuation would
probably not survive and that a
"decision had been made to
administer lethal doses" to them.
According to Foti, Pou and the
others filled syringes with a
deadly combination of morphine
and a sedative, called Versed,
carefully flushing water into the
patient's IV to ensure that the
drugs fully entered the bodies of
the sick.
According to court papers,
tissue samples taken from the
dead at Memorial tested positive
for morphine and Versed, and
the amount of Versed present
was found to be higher than the
usual therapeutic dose. Medical
records reviewed by investigators also showed that none of the
four patients was taking either of
the two drugs as part of their
routine care.
Foti said the combination of
the two drugs "guarantees they
are going to die," but he added
that authorities could not determine which of the defendants
actually administered the fatal
drugs in each case
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Storm watch
The forecast indicated that
Tropical Storm Beryl was
expected to remain offshore.
Tropical Storm Beryl
LOCATION

34.7'N
73.7 W

MOVEMENT

MAX WIND

N 7 mph

40 mph

As of 5 am EDT
Projected path

Window ot movement
CD Tropical storm watch

Mope' Meeting
July 16 - 20

Antioch Church of Christ
Speaker:
Mike Tanaro
AP
Hurricane specialist Eric Blake, left, kooks through paperwork
Tuesday at the National Hurricane Center in Miami. Tropical
Depression Two was upgraded to Tropical Storm Beryl
Tuesday afternoon.

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
9.00
BIBLE STUDY
10:00
PREACHING
Meal after morning service
EACH EVENING SERVICE - 7:00p.m.
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To find out more about our auto insurance for young drivers
- Call me... Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!
Dale Willis
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• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

'We SenAce AO fenoce"

Miami.
"There will be some increase
in wind and surf," he said. "But
we're not seeing this to be a
major event."
Dare County officials said
residents and visitors weren't
taking precautions such as
boarding up homes or stocking
up on emergency supplies.
"Late yesterday, everyone
was kind of waiting to see what
would happen overnight," said
Dare County spokeswoman
Dorothy Toolan. "Certainly,
everyone has their eyes on the
storm, there's no question about
that. I think most folks will he
relieved to see that track keeps it
well offshore."
,
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4-H blasting off: Again!
By GEORGE PULLON
Calloway County
Extents/on Intern for
4-H Youth Development
What could be better than
the hands on rocketry day
camp? Well how about a
trip to see and feel a real
space rocket On July 26,
Calloway County 4-H has
planned a trip to visit the
Space and Rocket Center in
Huntsville, AL. While at the
center, the kids will get the
chance to view real space
vehicles and watch an IMAX
movie. Also while there, we
will tour not only Alabama
A&M University, the alma
mater of our intern George
Pullom, but other colleges in
Huntsville such as UAH and
Oakwood College.

It will only be a one day
activity. We will be leaving
the Extension Office around
6 AM and returning back to
Murray by 11 PM. Youth
are to bring snacks for the
drive down and back, comfortable clothes, and enough
money to Cover food for the
day.
The deadline to sign up
is 3 pm July 24. Forms are
available at the Extension
Office. If you have any
questions, call the Calloway
County Extension Office at
753-145,2.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national origin.

Photo provided
John Kirlcsey, camper from Calloway County, is pictured with
Calloway County Deputy Dennis McDaniel and Ray Stoess,
director of Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch.

G1LBERTSVILLE, Ky. —
The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys
& Girls Ranch opened for their
30th year of serving Kentucky's
youth in June with boys in attendance. The 2006 camping season runs or eight weeks, serving both boys and girls, alternating weeks, throughout the
summer.
Session 5 began July 2
with one calliper, John Kirkse y from Calloway County
unending. He was transported
to the camp by Calloway County Deputy Dennis McDaniel.
by
performances
Live
Zachary Allen were presented
July 3 and 4. Allen is a singer,
actor and stage performer in
New York.
The ranch is a non-profit
organization, serving Kentucky
children between the ages of
)1 and I 1. through a summer
camping program designed to
build their self-esteem, while
teaching them respect for them-

ray and Bob and Lanettc Washer of Puryear, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Virginia Walls and Fred Williams
of California, Polly Washer and
the late Merlin Washer of Murray. Rosetta Doughty and the
late Fred Doughty of Mayfield, and the late Chester and
Reva Brown of Kansas.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley
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selves, others and law enforcement professionals.
The camp ii free to campers,
thanks to the dedication and
support of the sheriffs, members and contributors. The cost
of serving a child is $300 per
week per child.
Ray Stoess, executive director, said "we have many exciting programs and activities in
store for the campers, along
with our new amphitheatre, we
have several new pieces of playground equipment from a grant
from CitiFinancial, as well as
arts and crafts, nature, sports,
swimming, fishing, a fire preby the
vention program
Gilbertsville Fire Department,
and a drug awareness program
by the Marshall County Sheriffs' Office and the McCracken County Child Watch program."
For more information about
the ranch or how you an help,
call 1-270-362-866a
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dean's list for the spring 2006
semester.
Fitz is the daughter of Sharon
.East and Mark Fritz of Murray.
To be eligible for the list,
a student must achieve a 3.2
or higher regular term average for a minimum of four
full courses, the equivalent of
lb credit hours.
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Leanne Smith
& Adam Scott

•

Tanya Nichols
& John Geurin
Haley Lynn
& Andrew Vincent

•
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Buy tickets at

www.disneyonice.com

Kat:re Stonecipher
& Landon Barrow
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Need Line will have pick-up day

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County will have its
monthly pick-up day for Commodity Senior Food Program
(CSFP) on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. t the Need
Line office at 638 South Fourth St., Murray. This is for seniors only. Need Line, a United Way agency, is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For more information
call 753-6333.

I
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure and pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings on Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Marshall County Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
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Angel Alert issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
angel alert for a dependable vehicle for a family. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 762-7333.
•
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The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third
Thursdays from 8 a.m. to noon at Dexter Baptist Church. For
information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.
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Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Mun

liniaf'Registry ar'gifts •
For Information call (270)809-555.5
Groups of 15 or more (270) 809-4895

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Dexter Clothes Closet open Thursday

Mae Flint
& Todd Goselin

Ticket Centers
the Regional Special Events Center Box Office,
or call(270)7534466
1-877-894-4474 Toll Free

Reformers Unanimous to meet Friday

Health Express lists stop

Jessica Watson
& Darren Crutcher
Nellie Lewis
& Andy•Ftoy

tidgdahliar

The annual meeting at Hicks Cemetery will be Saturday
from 8 to 11 a.m. Persons are asked to bring donations for
the maintenance. If unable to attend, donations may be mailed
to Gaery Farris, 498 Farris Rd., Murray, KY 42071 or Owen
Garrison, 372 Scotts Fitts Rd., Murray, KY 41071.

East Elementary School will have a registration packet pickup today and Thursday from 4 to 7 p.m.

Julie Bartlett
& Jay Hammack In
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Hicks Cemetery meeting Saturday

East Elementary to hold pick-up

•

Mary Shultz
Emmanuel Agbovi
Tammy Diuguid
& Rich Wilson

•

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray High School. All officers,' sports representatives, parents and other interested individuals are encouraged to attend.

Morgan Rollins
& Craig King
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Thursday TOPS Club will meet
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Tiger Booster Club to meet

Missy lenkins
& Josh Smith
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Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Calloway County High school soccer teams will have a
rebate day today at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell
the cashier they are there for the teams.

Amanda Birkner
& Kyser Lough

,h,,,,,r

Clothes Closet open

CCHS soccer teams plan promotion

lohnna Amen
& Barry Reed

•
•

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group
day at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of MCCH Center for Health
& Wellness. Dr. Richard Crouch will present a program on
"Stroke: Lowering Your Risk Factors." For information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Murray High School Class of 1974 has planned an informal reunion for Friday. Sept. I. at 7 p.m. at the Big Apple,
Murray. This will also be birthday party for all those 50 years
of age. Anyone who has ever been a part of the class of 1974
is invited to attend. For more information call Gingy Ron
Grider at 759-4750, Debbie McCord Dibble at 270-227-1586
or Sheila McCuiston Ward at 270-293-8867.

•• • •
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Lindsey Melton
& Nathan Ilicklin

•

Stroke/Brain Injury Group towillmeet
meet Thurs-

Kit

MHS Class of 1974 plans event
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4 irkh

will be
Calloway County His School Baseball
tonight at 7 p.m. in the second floor tea room of Murray State
University Curtis Center. Parents are urged to come early and
4
help decorate.

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or need a ride call 753-1834.

Fitz named to dean's list

Destiney M. Copeland
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CCHS baseball banquet tonight
Banquet

Calloway resident spends week
at Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch

.nnouncemen/
Destiney Marie Copeland
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Allen
Copeland are the parents of a
Marie
Destiney
daughter,
Copeland, born on Saturday.
June 17, 2(X)6, at 4:07 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
'The baby weighed 8 pounds
15 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Mitzi Mane Doughty. A
brother is Dylan Doughty. A
deceased sister is Courtney
Coleman.
Grandparents are Tommy
and Phylis Doughty of Mur-

Glory Bound Christian
p.m.
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9
United
In the fellowship hall of Goshen
at
Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 North
Stelht.
This will be 'Caliber Style Night" featuring The Smith Family, For Heaven's Sake,
Hallelujah Singers, Tarnished Gold, Lifeline Quartet and The Grants.
The public is invited and there is no
Items for Need Line wW be taken.
charge.
Jo's
information call Joe Lawrence
more
Datehook For
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
at
By Jo Borkeen
Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
Community
Editor
meet
Twin Lakes Club will Club
of
Twin Lakes Region of the antique Automobile
at
American will have its dinner meeting Thirds at 6 p.m.
anyMajestic Steak House, Draffenville. the club is open to
are
one with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors
753at
Brandon
Howard
contact
information
welcome. For
4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Fri., July 21st & Sat., July 22nd
10 am - 4 pm
at KFC in Murray
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• Nichols and Geurin

Clendenen and Owen

Kidwell and Stahler
Theodore Kidwell and Mrs. Maryann Rudenborg of Indianapolis. Ind., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kristi Ann Kidwell, to Jayson Daniel
Stahler, son of Jim and Judy Stahler of Murray.
Miss Kidwell is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Jane Brittingham and the late Paul Brittingham of Santa Claus, Ind.,
and Mrs. June Kidwell and the late Ross Kidwell of Danville,
Ind.
Mr. Stahler is the grandson of Raymond and Polly Hubble
of Murray, and the late James and Anna Stabler.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Martinsville High School
in Indiana, and a 2003 graduate of Murray State University
with a bachelor of science in animal health. She is now selfemployed with Suds-N-Shears Grooming.
The .groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and is self-employed with Stahlers Custom Welding.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 29, 2006, at 5 p.m. at
the First United Methodist Church in Murray,
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Drs. George and Patsy Nichols of Murray announce the
Rev. and Mrs Rick Clendenen of Benton announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Annie engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Tanya
Renee Clendenen, to Terry Landon Owen, son of Mr and Mrs Ann Nichols, to John Bradley Geurin, son of Ronnie and
Shirlie Geurin of Murray and Freda James and Buddy Spann
Terry Owen of Tiline.
Miss Clendenen is the granddaughter of Rev. and Mrs Eugene of Cadiz.
Ms. Nichols is the granddaughter of the late Raymond and
Peal of Hazel and the late Mr and Mrs Zenith Clendenen of
Eppa Sisco of Harrison, Ark.
Lynch. ;
Mr. Geurin is the grandson of James and Lorene Geurin
Mr Owen is the grandson of Mrs Christine Paris of Smithland and the late Lewis Rhea and Mrs. Wanda Owen of Pad- and of Oleta Swift and the late Eldridge Swift, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate with a bachelor of sciucah and the late Rev. Haweda Owen.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 5, 2006 at 2 p.m. at ence degree in elementary education and master's degree in
Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg. Dr. David Parish will library science and interdisciplinary early childhood education
from Murray State University. She is currently leaching at Calbe officiating.
loway County Preschool where she has been employed since
All relatives and friends are invited.
1998.
The groom-elect is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County
High School and served eight years in the military receiving
sergeant status. He is currently employed as a foreman at Murray Paving, Inc.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 5, 2006, at 2 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin. Ricky Cunningham will officiate.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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Vacation Bible School

Cain and Hill

Fiesta will last July 24-July 28
from 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Powell and Mastera
Sarah Elizabeth Powell and L. Peyton Mastera, both of Murray. together with their parents, announce their engagement
Ms. Powell is the daughter of LeeAine Powell of Raleigh,
NC'.. and,the late Roger Dale Powell. She is the granddaughter s,f Mr. and Mrs. Ken Spencer of Cary, N.C., and James
Powell of Mayfield. and the late Grace Powell.
Mr. Mastera is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Futrell of
Murray and Eddie Mastera ' Hazel. He is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. John lhroat and Mrs. Nell Mastera of
Hazel and the late Joe Maste a. .
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science degree in public relations and
advertising. She is currently attending MSU pursuing a master's degree in mass communications. She is a member of
Alpha Gamma Delta and is employed by Vintage Rose Emporium.
The groom-elect is 2004 and 2006 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor of science degree in political science and a master's degree in public administration. He is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha and is employed by the City of

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cain of Benton announce the engagement of their daughter, Danielle (Dannie) Cain, to Jon-Michael
Hill, son of Mike Hill and Mrs. Lisa Ellison of Paris, Tenn.
Miss Cain is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth •
▪ For more information and to register call the church (please
phone I
Beasley of Canton.
I Wayo a message) at 492-8357 with your name and
number If you or your children plan on attending
Mr. Hill is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Rai Hill and Mrs.
You can also register on the church website at
Varjorie Johnson, all of Paris, Tenn.
http.//www.southpleasantgrove org
The bride-elect is currently a student at Murray State University With a major in public relations and a minor in legal
studies.
The groom-elect is a student at Murray State University
majoring in chemical engineering.
The church bus will run to provide tronsportcrtion.
The couple is planning a wedding in June of 2007.

NECK It BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?

Murray.
The couple is planning a wedding in June of 2007.

Gentle Line
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Pride Lift Chairs
Comfort and style complement one another perfectly in Pride's
Gentle Une Lift Chairs. With an array of plush fabncs to fit any
decor and a superior design that provides exceptional strength,
Gentle Line chairs deliver style and durability that will last for
years to come. Plus, Pride's Gentle Line offers numerous standard features, superb comfort, and quiet and smooth perform-
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ance, all at a great value.
Dr. V. Wade Etherton & Dr. B. Dobry Etherton

INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
I \l I 1(1K

f.H

753-4703

Auto Accidents • Medicare & Medicaid Accepted
Most Insurance Covers Your Care
Well File It For You!
Call Today For La Appoietmeatl

759-0030

Etherton Chiropractic
1102

Chestnut Strut (across front W•ndy's)• Murray

The Ultimate in Comfort & Style!

STONE'S DRUGS
S HOMECARE MEDICAL
SUPPLY
414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD •247.1232
247-4180•1400445-0133•FAX (270) 2474216
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Technology students perform at national conference

Photo provided
Sara Ann Bazzell, Cloverbud division, pipes the yolk of the
egg into the white to make her own deviled egg at the 4-H
Food A Rama

Food A Rama held
The 4-H Food A Rama was
huge success as 4-Hers of
all ages learned about eggs as
they attended classes designed
to teach young people how to
cook with eggs.
They made deviled eggs and
each child also made an omelet.
They learned about safe ways
to handle eggs and how to be
sale while cooking on the stove.
The young people made various recipes to enter in the
food A Rama and everyone
enjoyed tasting the foods after
they were Judged.
"It is great to see so many
young people, both boys and
girls. have so much tun learna

ing to cook. I feel blessed
to work in a community where
there are such great kids," staid
Ginny Harper, 4-H agent.
'Each person will receive a
cookbook with all the recipes
so they can try them out at
home.'

Students from Calloway
County High School attended the 2006 Technology Student Association (TSA) National Conference held June 2125 in Dallas, Texas. The conference played host to more than
4,200 technology education students, advisors, and guests from
across the United States and
Germany.
The mission of the Technology Student Association is
to prepare the membership for
the challenges of a dynamic
world by promoting technological literacy, leadership, and
problem solving, resulting in
personal growth and opportunity.
CCHS students in attendance
were Nick D'Angelo, Jeremy
Jenkins, Matt Irby, Shawn Mayfield, Austin Dodd and Michael
McDonald. The students were
accompanied by advisers, Jeff
Slaton and John Williams.
Several students placed in
their events during competition at the conference. Mayfiel4
and Irby placed second in the
Technology Challenge competition; D'Angelo. Dodd and
Jenkins placed fifth in Cyber-
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Association National
Calloway County High Schools attending the Technology student
Sean Mayfield, Michael
Conference in Dallas, Texas, were,from left, Nick D'Angelo, Matt Irby,
Dodd.
Austin
and
Jenkins
McDonald, Jeremy
or more top 10
space Pursuit; and Jenkins presented with his Gold has had one
competitive events
placed ninth place in Promo- Achievement pin for service finalists in
to his local TSA chapter, school at the national conference and
tional Graphics.event.
the second year they have had
Jenkins, who currently serves and community.
three finalists in different
year
third
the
makes
This
Kentucky
2006-2007
the
as
TSA State Reporter, was also in a row that Calloway TSA events.
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'The Store For The Ultimate Gift"
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JUNGLE BOOK REHEARSALS: Sixty young people from Murray and Calloway County are
rehearsing at the Playhouse in the Park for their production of the Children's Jungle Book.
According to Ross Bolen, executive director at the Playhouse, the performance is an adaptation of Disney's Jungle Book screenplay. Six shows are planned July 20-23. Thursday's
show will begin at 7 p.m., Fnday's shows will be held at 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. and Saturday's
show will be at 7:30 p.m., and there will also be Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
Residents interested in attending can reserve tickets by calling the Murray Tourism
Commission at 759-2199. Pictured above, some of the cast pause for a picture.

Parker graduates from
University of Missouri
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Andrew Daniel Parker, right, is pictured with Dr. Brady J.
Deaton, chancellor, University of Missouri-Columbia, at
the honors convocation.
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You provide the house.
We provide Shelter.
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WINNERS CONGRATULATED: Paint Plus Flooring congratulated winners of its annual customer appreciation
cookout sponsored by Benjamin Moore Paints There
were over 100 guests at the recent luncheon honoring its
10 years of business. Winners for the door prizes were
Eddie Bruce Stubblefield, Tracy Westbrook. Teresa
Garland and Omar Hernandez

—
Mo.
COLUMBIA,
Andrew Daniel Parker of Murray. Ky., recently graduated
from the University of Missouri-Columbia.
During its 164th Commencement Weekend, the university
conferred 4,571 degrees at 15
different divisional ceremonies
held on the campus May 1214.
Parker was granted a bachelor of journalism degree frnm
the Missouri School of Journalism and a bachelor of arts
degree in English from the
College of Arts and Science.
The Missouri School ofJournalism acknowledged its 350
undergraduate degree candidates at commencement exerL iscs in the Mizzou Arena.
Parker's academic record
placed him in the top 10 of
those receiving baccalaureate
degrees in journalism and was
recognized among the upper
10 percent of the schix,F, grad

uates who had recently been
inducted into Kappa Tau Alpha,
the national journalism honorary society, founded at the
Missouri School of Journalism
in 1910.
Earning the distinction of
summa cum laude, Parker participated in the university's Honors Convocation held at the
Columns on Francis Quadrangle. The scholars recognized
at this ceremony were each
accompanied by MU faculty
mentors and were awarded
bronze medallions cast for the
occasion. Chancellor Brady J.
Deaton and Provost Brian Foster made the presentations to
the honor students.
A 2(X)2 graduate of Murray
High School, he is the son of
Martha and David Parker of
Murray. Ky.
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Your home is your biggest investment.
Let us help you design an insurance plan
that's right for you. Call us today.

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

DAYS ONLY

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www•

Thur. July 20 - Sat. July 22
Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
759-1033

ben net tmotorsinc

12 MONTHS, NO INTEREST
'WAC

Exit 16 off 1-24 Hwy. 68
Paducah, KY
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HEALTH
Tips for handling Heat concerns prompt warnings'
pandemic flu
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Special to the Ledger
Influenza, often called the
flu, is a respiratory disease
caused by a virus. In the
United States, the flu is an
annual event that usually
occurs during the winter
months. This type of flu is
called seasonal flu.
Rarely, a new type of flu
virus may appear that people
have not been exposed to
before, so they have no natural resistance to it. This type
of virus could cause a flu
more serious than a seasonal
or -typical" flu. This flu is
called pandemic flu.
Avian flu is spread on respiratory droplets and replicates in the lungs. This type
of flu spread easily from person to person around the
world in a very short time and
causes serious illness and
deaths.
. Currently, experts have
discovered a new type of flue
virus that has infected and
killed many birds. This virus
causes a flu called Avian or
bird flu. In Asia and Turkey,
infected birds have transmitted the bird flu to humans
causing illness and sometimes
death. Although there has
been no known or documented human-to-human transmission, there has been growing
concern that a flu pandemic
could occur.
"Really, people who work
on poultry farms have the
highest risk, as this disease
will be transmitted mainly
through chickens," said Steve
McCuiston, MD, Emergency
Medicine at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Unlike the seasonal flu,
pandemic flu infects large
numbers of people of all ages,
causing serious illness and
deaths. Whether or not a flu
pandemic actually occurs, you
can prepare by knowing the
facts about flu and how to
respond to it.
Dr. McCuiston encourages
patients to get the facts on
bird flu and to realize that the
signs of bird flu are similar to
seasonal flu:
Diarrhea
— Extreme tiredness
— Headache
— Body ache
— Cough
— Sore throat
— Fever and chills
— Runny or stuffy nose
also
McCuiston
Dr.

encourages good hygiene
habits as a way to prevent the
spread of germs including
those from a flu pandemic:
— Washing your hands
often with soap and water or
cleaning them with a hand
sanitizer.
— Covering your mouth
and nose with a tissue when
you cough or sneeze, and
cleaning your hands afterwards. Use soap and water or
a hand sanitizer.
— Staying home if you are
sick. Get plenty of rest and
drink a lot of fluids.
— Avoiding close contact
with people who are sick.
— Keeping your living and
work areas clean.
During a flu pandemic,
public health officials may
community-level
impose
restrictions to prevent the flu
virus from spreading. People
may be asked to stay home for
an extended period of time
even though they may not be
sick. Schools, workplaces
and places of worship may be
closed temporarily and mass
transportation may be limited.
"We are expecting it to hit
the US this coming fall," said
Dr. McCuiston. "The main
thing people need to know is
that once the birds meat is
cooked, the disease is killed.
It is just important to be aware
of it."
Everyone can prepare for a
flu pandemic now. These
actions may lessen the impact
of a flu pandemic:
— Store extra supplies of
water and food.
— Ask your physician and
insurance company if you can
get an extra supply of your
regular prescription drugs.
— Store a supply of nonprescription drugs such as
pain relievers, cough and cold
medicines, stomach remedies,
fluids with electrolytes and
vitamins.
— Store health supplies
such as bleach, tissues, a thermometer, disposable gloves,
soap, and alcohol-based hand
cleaners.
— Talk with family members and loved ones about
how they would be cared for if
they got sick.
For more information, visit
www.pandemicflu.gov,
www.cdc.gov, www.hhs.gov,
www.redcross.org, or contact
your family physician for
more information.

Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — With
temperatures hovering into the
90s across the commonwealth,
the Department for Public
Health advises Kentuckians to
be mindful of the dangers sweltering heat can bring.
"It's important to follow
some standard safety guidelines
begin
temperatures
when
increasing to the levels we are
experiencing now," said William
Hacker, M.D, acting undersecretary for health and public health
commissioner for the Cabinet
for Health and Family Services.
"Though we tend to associate
summer with sports, activity and
spending time outdoors, there
are some dangers we need to be
aware of once the thermometer
starts to rise."
The current heat wave calls
for temperatures of 90 degrees
or more, along with ozone levels
that can be hazardous to citizens. Most at nsk are young
children, the elderly and people
with health problems such as
asthma — all of whom are susceptible to heat-related illnesses.
By taking the following precautions, citizens can remain
safe and comfortable during the
-hot days of summer.
— Drink plenty of fluid.
Increase your normal fluid
intake regardless of your activity level. You will need to dri4
more fluids than your thirst level
indicates. This is especially true
for people 65 years of age and
older who often have a
decreased ability to respond to
external temperature changes. In
addition, avoid drinking beverages containing alcohol, because
they will actually cause you to
lose more fluid.
— Wear appropriate clothing
and sunscreen. Choose lightweight, light colored, loose fitting clothing. In the hot sun,
wear a wide-brimmed hat that
will provide shade and keep the
head cool. Sunscreen should be
SPF 15 or greater and applied 30
minutes before going out into
the sun.
— Stay cool indoors. The
most efficient way to beat the
heat is to stay in an air-conditioned area. If you do not have
an air conditioner, consider visiting a mall or public library.
— 'Schedule outdoor activities carefully. If you must be out
in the heat, try to plan your
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Smoke-free incentive may
mean less tourism dollars
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Here's a new incentive for cities
to go smoke-free: The government's top cancer agency could
take away some tourism dollars
if they don't.
The National Cancer Institute
hosts dozens of scientific meetings around the country every
year. thereby bringing business
to hotels, restaurants and other
local attractions.
As of Jan. I, those meetings
can only take place in localities
with comprehensive smoke-free
policies — meaning no smoking
in workplaces, including restaurants, the agency announced.
It's the first time an entire
federal agency has enacted such
a policy, an NCI spokeswoman
said.
The decision follows the
recent surgeon general's report
that declared breathing any
amount of someone else's tobacco smoke harmful to nonsmokers, and called for completely
smoke-free buildings and public
places.
NCI declared its meetings
off-limits in 13 states unless
they adopt stricter rules: Iowa,
Kentucky. Michigan. Nevada,

AP
Ashland Paul Blazer High School football player Trey Keaton gets cooled down Tuesday dur- .1
ing a practice in Ashland, Ky. As the practice season beings in high heat, trainers are making
sure plenty of water is avaible to all players and cool-down periods are built in to the schedule.

Keep cool when the
weather turns hot

The best defense against heat-related illnesses is prevention.
Making simple changes to fluid intake, clothing and activities
will help you stay cool dunng extreme hot weather.

Cut down on
Electric fans
exercise; durwill not prevent
ing exercise or
heat-related illstrenuous acnesses; take a
tivities, drink
cool bath or
Wear lightStay Indoors;
two to four
shower, or
colored, lightif your home
glasses of
does not have move to an air- weight, loosecool fluids
fitting clothing,
air conditioning, conditioned
place
wide-brimmed each hour (16go to a public
32 ounces)
hats and
place or heat
sunglasses; use
relief shelter
sunscreen of
dunng the
SPF 15 or
hottest parts of
higher
the day

pressure or diuretics
"It's also just as important to
remember to use common.
sense," Hacker said. "Do not;
leave infants, children or pets in'
a parked car. Also, don't forget
to give your pet plenty of fresh
water and provide shade and as
place to get Cool."

— Infants and children up to
activities so that you are outdoors either before noon or in 4 years of age
— People 65 years of age or
the evening. Rest periodically so
your body's thermostat will older
— People who are overhave a chance to recover.
— Use a buddy system. weight
— People who overexert durWhen working in the heat, monitor the condition of your co- ing work or exercise
— People who are ill or on
workers and have someone do
the same for you. Heat-induced certain medications for blood
illness can cause a person to
become confused or lose consciousness.
— Monitor those at high risk.
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
Those at greatest risk of heatworks. You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
related illness include:
such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses

INCREDIBLE VISION

nrzyp-)le(
112%

Dolma,
115 le

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
it you are now using single vision gas perrnable contact lens and 'Oh
glasses over'your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge •
•
to come in and try these lens.
•
270-753-4576
Dr. N.C. Denham
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
Optometrist

Max's 641 City°
Welcomes Randy Back
•
•
To Their Staff.

Danahhy

itte • Murray • U04594780
wow campbellrcalt, cony

,Jacccelle

Randy is back and ready to serve
you for all your auto repair needs.
Stop by and save on your next
oil change or repairs.

Headaches?
Don't Ignore The Signs

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

Do you expenence frequent and painful headaches
that make normal activities seem almost impossible)

• Brakes • A/C Repair • Starters

Many people have much needed headache relief from
Dr. Scott Foster. Don't suffer any longer.

• Alternators • Water Pumps

BODy

Call for an appointment today

24 Hour Wrecker Service

(270) 753-6100

Serving Murray-Calloway Countyfor over 40 years.
Service is our business.

11CALLOWAY COUNTV,
CHIROPRACTIC
Dr Scott Foster

AP

SOURCE. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home!

North
Hampshire,
New
Dakota.
North
Carolina,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota,
South
Carolina,
Tennessee and Virginia.

Don't drink liquids
containing
caffeine, alcohol
or large amounts
of sugar, which MI
Do not leave
cause more body
anyone in a
fluid loss; avoid
closed, parked
vehicle: keep a very cold dnnks,
which may cause
close eye on
stomach cramps
high nsli
individuals such
as people age
65 or older and
young children

MAX'S 641 CITGO
www.cairwercoralychrepr'

attic.cers • 1625 Hwy. 121 N

516 S 12TH ST • MURRAY • 270-753-9131

Home •Auto•Manufactured Home•Insurance available in city or county

Jet
Agt•nt

Donny Briffoin
Property Adiu,tet

Jerry Don Walker
Auto Appio.sr

Vicki Lambert
CtiOonwer Se,

Alesio Irvin
Customer Service

753-4703

Betty Peters
Customet Service

Kathy Butler
customer Se/ Wee

David Armour
Auto Apprnos4

David Heothcott
Senor Arlii,stpt

Bob Cornelison
Acp
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Rolling Hills Tour is Sunday
Summer is here and the 1-5 in the afternoon. Maps of the
growing season thus far has tour sites are free to the public
brought many hot days. and may be picked up at Rolling
Fortunately, with the rain of the Hills Nursery on Friday and
past week, the area landscapes Saturday before the tour date.
For more information call the
and gardens have received some
much needed help from the dry Nursery at 753-1725
Rolling Hills Garden Tour
,. onditions and are still looking
2008
lush and beautiful. These condiSunday, July 23, 1-5 p.m.
tions make it a great time for
1. Darden Residence —
viewing the flower gardens and
State Rte 121 North,
wa features on the fifth arum- 4585
(nr
Stella
Rolling Hills Garden Tour.
Several garden ponds creatFor this year, the tour fea- ed using unique resources, inextures several homes in the pensive fitters, and decor which
Murray and Calloway County highlight the collection of koi and
area which have landscape gar- water plants
dens which range from beauti2. Ramsdon Residence —
fully maintained yards with 1180 Purdom Rd.
Sweeping beds of roses and
unique patios and plantings to
large perennial and rose gardens perennials make up this cottage
to lush backyard hideaways with garden
3. Jones Residence - 1340
wonderful water features. Each
Rd.
residence on the tour offers Shoemaker
Newly re-constructed pond
something different and they are and waterfall in a beautiful shady
packed with ideas that others setting
can borrow and learn more
4. Marco Residence — 3375
about.
Hwy 641 South
The Rolling Hills Garden
Large water feature and colTour will he held Sunday from orful plantings highlight this front

entry garden
5. Garland Residence —
644 Gibbs Store Rd.
Lush perennial beds and a
rear courtyard featunng a cascading waterfall into the swimming pool add to the beauty of

ía
Time 0
re•OilUf

this superb garden

10100

8. Jegenyes Residence 1404 Oaktilli Drive
Waterfalls and two large fishponds dominate this hillside garden
7. Snodgrass Residence 2000 Melrose Drive
landscaping,
Beautiful
secluded patios and colorful container plantings form a wonderful
garden setting
8. Burkeen Residence
2016 Carol Drive
Backyard paradise with colorful landscaping an a water feature
9. Gaines Residence- 1708
Keonland
Shady backyard retreat with a
large waterfall and pond
10. Knight Residence - 1525
London Drive
Large flagstone terrace and
outdoor kitchen create a wonder-

IMMO

Amery
Md.!

mends
Mary
Saturds

E
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Pictured is the Jegenyes garden at 1404 Oakhill Drive, which is one of the tour stops on
Sunday's Rolling Hills Garden Tour.
tul setting.
11. Dinh Residence - 1007
Walnut

A gazebo overlooks several
fishponds and waterfalls

should have their garden on the

tour next year, call us.
JAME
THE'
MAGI

If you know someone who

Richards to be at
business roundtable
at Curris Saturday
Hal Kemp, who is -running
against Rep. Melvin Henley, RMurray, in the November election, will host the event. Kemp
is a local Murray businessman
who has owned the local Dairy
Queen since 1993. He has been
involved in small business
issues since he started Holland
Medical in the 1980s.
"Meeting legislative leaders
and expressing the concerns of
small business in a relaxed
atmosphere is what I am striving
to do with this event," Kemp
said. "I am pleased that Speaker
Richards is willing to come and
talk to us. I am even more
pleased he is listening to our
concerns with the most ream
all
repeal of this burden on
business in Kentucky."
The fk pm:dinner costs $35
per person or $25 per person for
parties of two or more.
)istrit
Reservations can be made by
Crillt.s say the alternative
minimum tax, which Was part of contacting Shaw Simpson at
Fletcher's 20115 tax riverhaul, (270) 627-4555 or shawnsimpwas unfair to small businesses son lit usa.com.
and lobbied for its repeal.

Staff Report
"Small Business is Big
Business in Calloway and Trigg
Counties- is the theme of a business round
table at 6
p . m .
Saturday at
the • Curris
Center on
Murray
State's campus.
The proRichards gram will
include
'•••ipeaker of the /Joust.), Jody
Richards, 1)-Bowling Green,
,aid other Ikmocratic legislative
leaders. They will discuss the
ecem legislation that amended
ihe alternative nuninium tax
among other topics of interest to
husiness people in the 5th House
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makes the grade
on ALLOVER;m the network with the fewest dropped calls

THE ALLOVER NETWORK
ici data network
The iargest diva, woice a,
Arnenca, covering over 273 million peopie
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FEWEST DROPPED CALLS
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Testing from the leading independent
research company proves that Cingular
has the fewest dropped calls of any
wireless carrier.
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SPLASHDANCE: Ana Upshaw. 6 (lances as water falls

on her head at the Durango Community Recreation
Center in Durango, Cob , on Tuesday
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Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLO WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action File No.06-CI-190
JAMES DALE MILLER, EXECUTOR UNDER
THE WILL OF
MAGIELENE WRATHER BELCHER,
VS.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE TO UNKNOWN BENEFICIARIES
UNDER THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
OF MAGIELENE WRATHER BELCHER

HEIRS AT LAW OF MAGIELENE WRATHER BELCHER
LISTED IN(EXHIBITS C & D)ATTACHED,
COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
ASBURY CEMETERY FUND
SPRING CREEK CEMETERY FUND,
BILLIE OVERBEY, KEVIN OVERBEY, DONNIE OVERBEY,
and The UNKNOWN BENEFICIARIES OF
MAGIELENE WRATHER BELCHER
DEFENDANTS
Notice is hereby given to potential beneficiaries under The Last
Will and Testament of Magielene Wrather Belcher, the identities
of whom are unknown.
Magielene Wrather Belcher died, testate, a resident of 821
Wrather Road, Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, on
September 4, 2005. The Last Will and Testament of Magielene
Wrather Belcher was probated in the Calloway District Court on
September 26, 2005, in Case No. 05-P-00195.
An action has been filed in the Calloway Circuit Court by James
Dale Miller, Executor Under the Will of Magielene Wrather
Belcher vs. Heirs at Law of Magielene Wrather Belcher, Coles
Campground United Methodist ChuiA',Asbury Cemetery Fund,
Spring Creek Cemetery Fund, Billie Overbey, Kevin Overbey,
Donnie Overbey, and the Unknown Beneficiaries of Magielene
Wrather Belcher.
The Last Will and Testament of Magielene Wrather Belcher
provided that a portion of her estate may be distributed to individuals who provided assistance to her in the later years,of her
life. The Last Will and Testament did not, however, specifically
name any such individual.
Notice is hereby given that any individual or entity claiming to
have provided assistance to Magielene Wrather Belcher during
the later years of her life that an action has been filed to address
the interpretation of the Last Will and Testament of Magielene
Wrather Belcher. The Calloway Circuit Court will be called upon
to make decisions regarding the distribution of the assets held in
her estate. Any individual or entity claiming an interest in the
estate of Magielene Wrather Belcher by virtue of services afforded and provided to her during the later years of her life should
take steps to protect their interest under the terms and provisions of the Lest Will and Testament. Copies of the probate
records in the Calloway District Court, Case No. 05-P-00195, In
Be• Estate of Magielene Wrather Belcher, and copies of the
records in this Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action No. 06-CI190 may be obtained during regular business hours from the
Clerk of Calloway Circuit and District Courts, Calloway County
Judicial Building, 312 North 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071.
Michael M. Pitman
Haverstock, Bell & Pitman
211 South 12th Street
P.O. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071
Warning Order Attorney for Unknown Beneficiaries
of Magielene Wrather Belcher

LOST:
Please help Cole
Indi find his puppy.
Disappeared at
Fairlane & Earl Ct.

295-9451
020

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to hens,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060

Due to the following non-payment
of rent, a
PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on
Sat., July 22,
9AM
AAA Mini Storage
1504 Diuguid Dr.
Units #3, 17, 21.
22, 25, 31, 47, 51,
SS, 96, 107. 110,
125

Business Service
ATTENTION
HOMEOWNERS'
Display Homes wanted
for
SidingVinyl
WindowsRoofsKitchens. Guaranteed
Financing! No payments until FaN 2006.
$99.00/Mo
Starting
80021 $43
DON'T forget your
Sandra D's house
dressing now sold ,
1
pints 293-3816

COME bee the Lilies.
It's peak bloom at
Outside Inn Daylily
Nursery
565 Magness Rd,
Hardin, KY
Open 8-6 Mon. thru
Sat. 437.4015 or
703-7059
LARRY Tucker Farms
taking orders for silver
queen corn 489-2477
REWARD For who
vandalized a OS peck
Up on June 28th
between 8 00pm
7 00am at 629 North
4th Strissit, Murray. KY
Call (270)748-8084 or
Crime Stoppers
753-9500
VALENTINE Cruise
7 night 4 island
Hawaiian cruise. Call
Affordable Travel
731-644-9300 or
800-644-9363

www murrayledger

1E2Help %Mid

Lew

Leal
Bake

Non Warren
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
Accounting/Bookkeepi
ng position. Full-time
position Benefit package includes Health
Ins,
Disability Income, Life
Ins. 401K. vacation &
personal hours. Work
includes accounts
receivables, word processing, Excel
Spreadsheets.
and General
Bookkeeping projects
In order to apply, position requires either
experience in accounting/Bookkeeping field
or education in
Accounting/Bookkeep
rig Send resume to
Fran Ramsey. PO Box
487, Brenton KY 42025

or e-rnai1
to frame nitginsurance.corn

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSITION:
PLANNING ASSISTANT
Overview of Duties: Assists public with zoning issues, subdivision
regulations & sign regulations. Must take and
prepare minutes of meetings and other clerical duties.
Must be able to prepare and present presentations to the
public regarding planning and zoning issues.
Department:
Planning & Engineering Division

Salary and

Benefits: Salary $10.29 per hour gegendina on training.
1. plus

benefits.

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance,
state retiirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal days.
Job appliCations and full job descriptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103. Applications
can be obtained on-line at www.murraykv.gov and then mailed to 104 N.
5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.

Deadline for accepting applications: '
5:00 p.m. on Wednesday,July 26,2006.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

INDEPENDENT LIVING SPECIALIST: Fulltime position available with a non-profit social service agency, which provides programs and services
for people with disabilities in the Pennyrile/Purchase
District area. BS in social work or related field preferred. Must have excellent interpersonal communication and listening skills. Computer skills required,
case management experience helpful. Some
overnight travel required. People with disabilities are
encouraged to apply. Please send resume and references by July 31 to CAL, 1051 N. 16th St., Suite C,
Murray, KY 42071. No phone calls. CAL is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

LOCAL MURRAY
REAL ESTATE OFFICE
Seeking an experienced receptionist/secretary. Needs to be customer
orientated and have basic computer
skills. Please fax resume to (270)7537484. No Phone Calls please.

Britthaven of Benton

is looking for a
creative and energetic RN to fill an administrative nursing position in Quality Improvement.
Experience in the long-tents profession a plus.
Must be able to take call. We offer an excellent
benefit package.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY 42025 EOEJAAE
No phone calls please.

ADJUNCT POSIBRITTHAVEN of
TIONS. Murray State
Benton is currently
University seeks qualiaccepting applications
fied applicants
for a full-time RN and
(Master's degree with
a full-time LPN.
at least 18 graduate
Applicants must be
credit hours in English) licensed in the State of
able to teach one or
KY. Please apply in
more sections per
person at Britthaven of
semester of first-year
Benton 2607 Main St
composition on an
Benton, KY 42025
adjunct basis
EOE/AAE No phone
Applications will be
calls please
considered for the
2006-07 academic
CHILD care center is
year. pending funding
now accepting applicaand enrollment.
tions for child care
Application deadline:
providers to guide chilAugust 2. 2006. To
dren birth through 12
apply, send letter of
years. Apply at 109
application, vita, and
South 15th Street
graduate transcript.
• Murray.
with documentation of
DO your Mends say
teaching ability if availthat you're very, very
able, to Jeff Osborne.
funny and off-the-wall?
MSU Department of
Are you extraordinarily
English and
outgoing and friendly?
Philosophy, 7C Faculty
Radio personality
Hall, Murray, KY
needed by Classic
42071-3341 Women
Rock
94.7- Talk
and minorities are
570AM93 3 WKYO
encouraged to apply.
Then our part-time onMurray State
air position may be for
University is an equal
you. Call Jeff
education and employLawrence,
ment opportunity
(270)534-2216 and
M/F/D. AA employer
leave a voice mail and
your phone number.
BABYSITTER in my
home Call for more
details (270)564-5781.

Extra Cash: $5(
a petition filled out by
August 1st.
EARN

(806)379-5305 or
vrarneyeqx.net

Call us we will be
glad to help.
'luny Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

060

Hsip Waled
EXPERIENCED
welders. Summer help.
40+ hours per week.
Call 270-415-9972 to
aPP1Y
FULL time administrative
assistant.
Bookkeeping, inventomanagement.
ry
People & computer
skills a plus. Salary
based on experience
Must pass pre-employment drug screen.
Apply in person at
Westwood Wines &
Liquors, 1220 West
Wood St., Pans. Ask
for Greg Poteete.
LARGE company looking for business manager to join our energetic team. Accounting
degree required with
preferably two years
management experience. Must be proficient in OuickBooks,
Excel, Microsoft Office.
Experience in Oracle
preferred. Responsible
for all financial duties
for agency. Training will
be provided to our system setup. Please send
resume to Community
Alternatives, PO. Box
Benton,
628,
KY
42025. EEO.
LOCAL
established
business seeking 'fulltime receptionist/customer service rep. Must
have excellent people,
computer and typing
skills. High school
diploma required. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071.
MARKETING/COMPU
TER Position. Fulltime position. Benefit
package includes
Health Ins. Disability
Income, Life Ins, 401K,
vacation & personal
hours.
Computer Skills
required. Excel and
Spreadsheet expenence necessary.
Position requires
Marketing Degree or
marketing experience.
Send resume' to Gail
Lyles at PO Box 487,
Benton KY 42025 or email to gaillemtginsurance,com.
NEEDED: sorneone to
drive me to Las Vegas.
WIN furnish ride. Exp.
ref. Call 759-9179
RECEPTIONIST needed for busy dental
office Insurance Billing
and computer savy
Must be able to work
with the public. Mail
resume to P.O.-Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
42071

OTR DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEFITS
PACKAGE.
HOME WEEKENDS.
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR.
(800)468-6087

STUDENT Affairs
Specialist - Full-time
position as lead
recruiter for 6-county
service area, the student affairs specialist
will conduct workshops, tours, and
organize recruitment
events; be responsible
PAINTERS
wanted. for developing & mainWill train right person. taining relationships
with prospective stu978-1265 or 978-1266
dents and visiting high
PART
time schools in area; assist
cashier/stock person. with middle school and
Flexible
hours, high school outreach
$6.50/hr. Must be at
programs; assist in the
least 21 and pass preregistration process;
employment
drug
responsible for conscreen. Apply in person
ducting workshops on
at Westwood Wines &
a vanety of areas withLiquors, 1220 West
in Student Affairs; act
Wood St., Paris. Ask
as a liaison between
for Greg Poteete.
the College and area
high school counPIZZA Pro, 605-C
South 12th Street, selors. Minimum
requirements:
BS plus
accepting applications
1-3 years of related
for inside help on these
experience. Closing
shifts: M-F 10:3012:30/ M-F 10:00-1:30/ date is August 4, 2006.
Please submit letter of
M-F 4:30-8:30/ S-S
4:00-9:00. Must be 18 interest, resume, three
or older, dependable, letters of reference,
official transcnpts and
pay attention to detail
completed staff appliand have good phone
cation to: May Wright,
skills.
HR Director, 2000
'sees -'LA
College Drive,
l' 11 = Pomer
Madisonville, KY
42431. Staff applicaiii 1 cod
tions are available at
Excellent Sign-On
mem kctcs edu under
Bonus for company
'Employment
drivers & 0/0!
Opportunities.'
NO Loading/Unloading
KCTCS/MCC is an
Pre-Pass Plus, No NYC
Equal Opportunity
or Canada, Optional NE
Employer and
MM. Age 22 w/ lyr. OTR
Education Institution.
No Hannat Required
Women and minorities
Training Now
are encouraged to
Available for CDL
LIP*.
holders w/ no
TAKING applications.
experience. Students in
Apply in person at
school or recent grads:
Restaurant,
Ask About $3,900 Rudy's
104 S. 5th St. No
Tuition Pay!!
phone calls!

1 -S1111-S-IS-11-1115
u vs u.p11-iiii
PROGRAMMER/SYST
EMS Manager
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
an IT
Manager/Programmer.
Candidate must have
extensive experience
in Visual Basic. ASP,
MS-Access,
HTML/SML, and SQL.
Proficiency in C+,
Digisoft Telescnpt,
DBA/Pervasive and
Assembler preferred.
The successful candidate will provide user
support. maintain
Microsoft/Novell
Network, and Vodavi
Telephone System.
Candidate will oversee
websne development,
write applications and
database queries to
support business and
engineering initiatives.
Good interpersonal
skills are a must.
Excellent written and
verbal communication
skills required.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with experience.
E-mail resume and
samples of programming/html experience
to
hr0scoreboardl.com
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bnng or mail
MUM to Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy
641 N., Murray. KY

42071.
SAFETY
advisors
22500 month, manager
trainees MOD month
Company MP train. Call
M-F 95m- pm only!
1-800-578-8799

New Business
Corning to Murray!

VINSTOCK
Looking for vendors with quality
merchandise; AKr,
media, furniture,
clothing, etc.
Calling ALL
local artists!

Contact 761-1427
9AM-6PM
WANTED: FT Grounds
and maintenance worker. Experience preferred, but not required.
Some heavy lifting
needed and ability to
run grounds equipment.
No
phone
inquiries
accepted!
Apply in person to Mr.
Cashion at Murray
Memorial
Gardens,
3223 US Hwy 641N,
Murray between 10AM
&
2PM
Monday
through Thursday.

EL22
1111111m1lseer
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 438-5235
BUYING U.S. Sliver
coins. 758-1378
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,

Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
USED C-Pap machine.
227-3623
150

Articles
For Selo
1992 Yamaha Scooter.
Low miles and Save big
on gas. 753-0916
BEAUTIFUL
1-1/2
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut.
Paid $4,000, will take
$2,000 OBO.
270-293-8648
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Shovrtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HO upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions,
HD
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the squarP

753-1713
WASHER & dryer S100
each Stove & fridge
$200 each Very nice
731-571-8304

SELLING small bus,
ness plus inventory in
the house building market. Person can have a
good income for a
small investment. Call
for more information
753-7930 or 293-1761

le

r Funeshinp

LARGE lighted display
case, $250. Dining
room table with 4
chairs, $75. Drop leaf
dining
table. $50
Corner cabinet, $50.
Life size old animated
Santa, $200 OBO. Call
492-8131, please leave

message.
14IDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

LIVING room set, bedroom set, dinette set
753-8588

140
*401 II

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

BOOTH space available Tooter's Antique
Mall Call about special
rates 492-6111

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. miles on tight
We buy and sell good used furniture.

753-8501

GARAGE SALE
FRIDAY Si SATURDAY
7AM-?
1808 PALMER RD
(OFF HWY 299)

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1 505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

.Nroi he
Promoting yourBusiness?
Call us we will be glad to help.
May Ledger & Times

and Uwe Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Alf
Accepting AppliLarions

ONE MILE SOUTH OF K1RKSEY
Children's clothes, toys, golf equipment
household items, Queen and Twin cornWrier sets and bedding, PS2 games, toots,

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Queen mattress and box springs,
much more

Om

fle

ws For Rant

COMPLETELY set
12 acre. $10.500
753-6012

up

16X80 3BR 2BA
remodeled Must see a
E-15 Coach Estates
767-0313
16X80 with fenced yard
& more 753-6197
1990 Fleetwood 14x80.
3BR. 2BA. covered
deck included $8.500
489-2964 or 293-1340
1996 16x80 Fleetwood
Limited
Reflections
Edition mobile home
with 313T-I 2 baths in
Fox Meadows Call

270-293-5320
Clayton
2004
16)(76
Celebration
Vinyl siding, shingle
?BA
roof
3BR
Extremely nice
270-489-2525
2BR mobile home and
lot $13,500 753-6012

ARROWHEAD Home
Sales
For Sale
model
1993
Used
3B11
16x80 home
26A.• setup 8, delivery
incl $18,900
model
2001
Used
3BR
16x64 home
2BA, setup 8, delivery
incl $18.900
Call 731-642 7832 ,fr
731-336 8'037

TEM 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $435
753-7559
1BR. all appliances,
Oaks Apts , starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
- 2BR IBA Utility room
with washer, dryer
Great room, kitchen
dining area All appliances No pets Law,
care included
753-2440
2BR central gas heat
central air $275 and
up. some with new can
pet Coleman RE
759-4118

YARD SALE
HWY 121 JUST
EAST OF
GRAVES CO.
LINE
THURS & FRI
7:00 AM TILL?

MOVING SALE
1 707 KEENLAND
FRI & SAT
7:00AM-3:00PM

Chnstmas trees.
Christmas items,
antique, dresser
base blue recliner.
Cub Cadet lawn

doors, windows,
bicycles. old meat
box, sewing
machine, old baby
bed, lots of
glassware

Old

mower almost new,

console TV lots of
goodies

YARD SALE
94 EAST TO 280,
MILE MARKER 8
(WATCH FOR
SIGNS)
FRI & SAT
8-2PM

MULTI-FAMILY
SALE
1656 COLLEGE
TERRACE

FRIDAY 8-2

Star Wars collectibles
clothes Antique bed
mom suite collectibles
knives pictures, toys.
I
•'
in box, 471111C

3BR furnished 2,200
sq It All utilities paid 1
year lease $750 a
month plus security
1606 Miller down-an,
2/0 5192639
Rentais
GARLAND
presently has 18.2BR
apartments available
year lease 1 monm
deposit No pets
753-2905
HAZEL A1,1114114-44114,
Now taking applif.a
lions tor 1 f'S. ?br

LIVE Oak Apts

731-584-9429
SHARP 3BR. 2BA

J&I, RENTALS
‘IINI-SIOK 1(3'.
ill, so
270-436-5496
270-293-(906

CHURCH WIDE
YARD SALE
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES
ACROSS FROM
MURRAY TOYOTA641 SOUTH
THURS JULY 20TH

FRI JULY 21RST
8:00AM-4:00PM
F,frifiltffe tools washer
size clothing dishes.
[rooks kitchen items
ff,cellaneOuS

PREMIER
MINIS TORAGE
1AC
elec.

•1-•

only 517.395"

731-584-9109

A 1111(
.44

I it ,1( I
'tem.
211113 last Viorril Si.
l'aris. I N 38:12
17.11 pe41-neron
1-W17-754-n41mi
RI-.1/ I it. S U I .
,14/`
Seri,
< d
:
f
I f ft rff.ff,
%tiltt / 1st -

:roil?

OD OAKS APTS
Special

280
Mobil.limes For Rent

I

.1314

Call Today'
753-8668

,

1.

340

F OR sale 2BR duplex
.r, Northwood $89 000

TRIPLEX and duplex
tor sale in Cambridge I
Great income Serious
,rquiries only 7533966 leave message
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two BR units Excellent
,ncome producer
5125 000 See listing
•27720 at
www alithelistings com

300
IllusIness Rentals

••

Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discrimination based
on race. color, religion.
sex, or naftional
or an intention to make
any such preference,
hmaation. or discrimination This newspaper
knowingly
not
will
accept any advertising
lot real estate vyhich is
in- violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
'informed
all
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
apportunity basis

Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what its worth .701759-4218

,,u0piies

r

water

293 1446

Mouses For Rem

c4 .e''

septic,

well house
$10,000 No offers
6rni S 731-232-8134
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the

e.'

1f O f

731-584-9430
SUMMER SIZZLER
4f4f 4 .,144
SPECIAL

fo-f

270-753-4109,
770-227-1545

320
Apartments For Rorl

Lam Prepay

Barkley, 2 9
it res $129900 22011
shoreline
lockable
west facing to lake Call
owner (270)350-6816

KY -Lake

is
Sips,Fema,,

Af

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

it ',pokes

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
01111 Size Units i
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

709 SYCAMORE,
MURRAY
Well-built fixer-upper
ready for your finishing
touches. 1-2 Bed
1Bath. Solid roof and
foundation. Updates
include furnace, wiring,
siding
Great location near
hospital Large lot

Zoned R-3 Seller can
be flexible Immediate
occupancy Inspection
report available.
$34,900, MLS#32902
Kimberly Casebeer,
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

brick
ATTRACTIVE
ranch, 3BR, IBA on
approx. 1.5 acre, landscaped lot at 2948
Wrather Rd $75,000
753-9790
1610
BY-OWNER:
Sunset, 3br, 1-ba,
Room,
totally
Family
remodeled & landReduced
scaped.

1994 Camry, 111,xxx
miles, black, good con
dition, excellent gas
mileage $2,900
753-1956 or 293-3429
'91 Honda Accord.
$850 OBO '89 Dodge
Dakota. $600 OBO ur
will trade for 4-wheel'
or street bike 753-696,
after 5PM
Triump.
1979
11401
Bonneville
54XX miles, Stock, E,
Cond $4,200
489-2666

ISO

Vans

1998 Ford Windsta
GL, 7 pass., auto, AC
good family van
$1,800.00 obo.
293-5829
Used Trucks

95 Dodge 3500 stan
dard cab, 4x4 black,
flat bed 270-293-8849

$94,000.
(270)293-9569

/

up elec AC, 8. sk,ried
payments as low
5250. w a c,

270-753-1916

Pere&

4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
& land iciy ST, 993Call now,"

Minim Leafier & T&mes

CLASSIFIEDS

28• Wednesday, July 19, 200i.

REDUCED, 3 bed
oom 2 bath, 105
1 mile SW
iJ•res
school heated shop.
horse barn, equipment
shed $199999
753-9212. 753-3992

ances. 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive

landscaping. 759-9848
SECLUDED country
charm home next to
Miller Golf Course, 1
1/2 story. 3BR. 3-Bath.
fireplace,
stone
garage, all appliances,
2,406 sq ft $169,000
436-2466
170
liciexcydea ANa
2006 Honda CBR 600
F4I, blue/black. new.
740 miles Call
270-293-8849
2005 Kawasaki Vulcan
Classic 1500 Black,
fuel in( , water cooled,
shaft drive, windshield,
saddle bags, driver and
passenger back rests,
engine
Excellent
only 3.5xx

guard
condition.

miles, still
looks new! $8.400 Call
after 4.00PM
270-978-1595
2004 Harley Davidson
Road King Classic
10K miles, black with
too much chrome to
mention Garage kept
& 1 owner $15500
Please call
270-554-7019
2002 Yamaha V-Star
Classic 650 cc. 7 000
miles, Vance & Hines
pipes, corbin seat,
hardbags, windshield,
many chrome accessories. $4.300
753-2751
1979 Honda ATC 110
$350 Call
(270)474-9722 or
227-7120
UMW %%hides

EDDIE Bauer Edition
2000 Ford Expedition
Fully loaded. white/tan
63.000, $11,900/0B0
519-1511, 492-8175
'03 Trailblazer loaded
w/ leather & sunroof

BUY police impounds
Cars from $500 Fo
listing 800-749-8116

Acres- Beautiful
wooded building site off
if bry 783 293-0541

LXI, leather. loaded '00
S-10 Xcab extreme
70.000 miles '99 Pont
Montana extra nice '97
Olds Achieve. cold air
$1.995 753-1522 or
293-3124

S020

2004 ZX225 Skeete
with a 225 Yamaha out
board. 4 Bank Charger
100 lb thrust trolling
motor. tandem axle
with 2 yrs
trailer
extended warranty on
Asking
motor
the

$26,000 Daytime
270-293-4400
1997 Express 16'

Jon
Boat with 9 9 Johnson
motor, trolling motor,
battery, depth finder,
and trailer. Ready to

fish. $2.195
270-492-8211

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching
landscaping
SaInfaction guaranteed
•Seninr Eleven Di4rount•

Call 753-1816
7274611

-W.--2867 Lamb's
43
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings.
hauling, gutter cleaning
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call

Carters
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at

1995 Mitsubishi
Mirage. Appx
107,000 miles Runs
Rne 6925 00 obo
753-3507 nights,
293-4076

Los
10

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.

We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net
Calloway
Trash Servite
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
el RATES STARTING AT
$15/M0

7814748 293-4045
11,1,1f iSv
SI41•1 's I It% 4%.
111%.‘lo% \IS\ 1% Mk
VIM 1•411SIslls
('sit. 767-0958

270-519-85711
0

I MIN II le
t ()NNE( 110\
•11
are •Soliv
•\5-1K °irking Rep,,ii
111 ‘,
Lail

f•Npeil.•,.
I if".

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
'We Specialize in
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
.Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd fobs

you don't have time
Ion,
-- 293-5438
EICECTRICIAN
New Const/Remodel/
or trouble. Lic and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867

Service
removal.
Tnmming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839

G&T Homebuilder's
and Home Repairs

Nimmo (2715)753-9372

12701492-14191

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
.2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Borer

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
DOZIN work & Track

hoe

ITNI Excavating
Bobby McCuiston
Backnee 1 Tractor/Beak

Septic Systems. Omegans
Waite Rock • Gravel

753-76411
227-3032
CATHY'S
Wallpapering. Painting
and Cleaning
270-978-0569

. Joseph
a gal
July 1
Gary
Cords:

PROfESSIONAL Floor
installation. 18 years
experience. Wood, carpet, *. Free estiwales. 70-0226

15; a
nix Be

Mr.
Miles
9,
20
The
ly 7/1

Roben
. by thi
pital 1

:411 *SERVICE

accord

.
I1111 '

chaira
•

Nei
ety of
Hunt,
Hodge
Herror
Bir
to Jacmore,
Keith
and V
Charlc
and a
McDa

YiAlt111 II KIN%

I 1\1%1 I s

Hirt.
I•

JOHNNY W1LUAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial ,„
painting needs
-Interior & Extenor
.Custom spraying for
lawrVpatio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, July 20, 2008:
You have a lot on your mind this
year and might choose to
express it in an unusual manner.
One thing is for sure: Not everything will be as it appears. Be
willing to look at the big picture.
Question and be careful with
anger You have much energy,
and often if you don't like what
you see. you will experience
frustration and anger Learn to
process your feelings. You have
the wherewithal to accomplish
what you want, if you center and
take your time. If you are single,
you will approach life differently
and be more willing to meet others Do check out potential
sweeties carefully If you are
attached, your relationship benefits by weekends away together
and time alone by yourselves.
GEMINI reads you cold

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You are fiery and direct,
but you easily could lose your
temper and say things that you
later regret. Though you can
apologize, you cannot make
people forget. Use your high
energy to get a protect done, or
maybe to tog! Tonight: Out and
about

have you stepping back and taking a deep breath. Which is a
good idea, because you will
want greater control and a risk
could be a problem Be sensible
and direct Say no to nsks.
Creativity peaks, as does
romance. Tonight Do only what
you love

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are a virtual powerhouse and have your hands
full You might find someone a
touch combative This person
could Ingger you if you allow
him to Don't. Think positively,
and you'll get positive reactions
Count on that Tonight It's your
call

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Know when to pull back
and handle a problem. The
more you say, the more entangled you become in a mess. You
will be able to pull back and
make stronger choices if you
allow yourself to. Think positively Tonight Some time to yourself

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Think before you leap
into action. Aim for more of what
you want, and you'll succeed.
r- riends might want you to loin
in, and, at the same time, you
could find yourself wound Into
too many financial commitments. Tonight. Be with the one

been
5100,f
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Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times

Cleaning
THE
Company.
Weekly commercial
cleaning. Construction,
moving
apartment,
clean-ups. Insured &
Bonded w/ references.
Julie Painter. 705-5516

Horoscope
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Free
Pallets

LOVETT Welding. 24
hour welding services
Jacob Lovett
270-293-8849

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your expenses could
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CHAD B. HUGHES
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Residential & COMITtecial Honest & reliable.
John Hample, owner
Call (270)970-3003 or
(270)247-8455

Fully insured
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Lawn
HAMPLE'S
Service Mowing, trim-
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Remodeling additions
porches decks, sun
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive, 3-Average, 2-S0-90; 1-

270-705-4156

1996 Grand Cherokee

4x4 Has all options
Hunter green, with
108.000 miles Very
nice, $5.595
270-492-8211
1993 Chevy Suburban
2 wheel drive. ChooChoc custom package.
leather interior. wood
grain. $3.000 OBO
435-4098 or 2915381

ext N526
'99 Town & Country

Foreclosure! 3 bid 2
bath $10.000 For Net.ngs 800-749-8124 Ext.

I Motors

52,000 miles, new
tires $16,000.
293-2924

Amato

BUY a home. soil a
home. save money
Ispowestky corn
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VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Gould you be volatile and
difficult? Could you be the
source of your own problem? Be
realistic about what you are
doing and take charge. Your attitude could make a big difference. Others elf follow your
lead. Tonight: in the limelight.
UBRA (Sept 23-0oL 22)
**** Listen to another perspective; otherwise, your reaction could be a bit stormy and
cause a problem. Be willing to
imagine what it's like to be
someone else. Think twice
about what you want to do. You
might save yourself a problem
this way. Tonight Say yes.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** You will want to work
with someone directly. You
might not be sure of what you
want and where you are heading. Work with someone without
deferring to his or her bad
mood, but Instead helping this
person change it Tonight: Relax
to a movie or music
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You might want to
defer to a boss or authority figure, especially when you 908
how set in his way, he might be.
On some level, It could be
informative to elia how other
people deal wtth this person
Tonight, If you are smart, you
will just go along for the ride.

CAPRICORN (Dee. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to see
a situation ckliereney but could
be hard-pressed to get past
someone's barrios. Try to stop
being reactive by doing something nurturing. Listen more.
Tonight: Get some extra rest
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-feb. 111)
**** You might want to nisi(
and let your hair down. The
problem Might revolve around
someone's judgment. You might
not be cornfortable with *twit
you are hearing. Honor who you
are. Trust diet everything Mee
wilt fall into pboe. Tonight Talk
up a storm.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your ability to understand what i• gaIng On could
change becaliee Of Someone's
angry approach or words. It
might be wise to bypass the
emotional feeling and look at
what is important Tonight: Stay

centered.
BORN TODAY
Singer

Kim

Cameo (1945)

Ga0011 Santana
musician
(1947), 'dress Diana Rigg
(1938)
•••

Jacqueline Btgar Is on the
Internet at http:RwitinteJecqueNnetaiges.ermik
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Teenage mother urges parents

10 yeses sae
Published is a picture of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
LPN Catherine Glass preparing
to check the blood pressure of
John Ed Scott of Murray in the
Health Express van. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Scott and Wendy Van Horn.
July 1, a boy to Mr and Mrs.
Joseph G. Chaney III, July 12;
a girl to Tracy and James Knoth,
July 13; a girl to Cheryl and
Gary Brewer and a girl to
Cordell& and Charles Miter, July
15; a girl to Carrie and Dennis Beckwith, July 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lynn
Miles were married 50 years June
9.
20 years ago
The purchase of approximately 7/10 of an acre of land for
S85,000 from Mr. and Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller was approved
by the Murray-Calloway Hospital Board of Commissioners,
according to George Weaks,
chairman of the board.
New officers of Humane Society of Calloway County are C.B.
Hunt, Kathy Cohen, Kathy
Hodge, Peggy Allgood and Ann
Herron.
Births reported include a girl
to Jacqueline and Michael Gremore, a girl to Bernadette and
Keith Jones, a girl to Vivian
and Wilbur Ramey, a boy to
Charlotte and Donald Wilson
and a boy to Joyce and William
McDaniel, July 15.
30 years ago
Murray State University has
been bequeathed more than
8100,000 from the estate of the

'IC E

.•

late Dr. V.D. Botuinnon, a retired
Hopkinsville vetennarian
The home of Mr arid Mrs.
D.W. Fox, located on Portertown Road, was destroyed by
fire about 10 p.m. on July 17.
Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wilson of Murray.
was named winner of the 1976
DeKalb Agriculture Accomplishment award. He is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
40 years ago
Lassiter Hill of Calloway
County was elected as one of
the trustees of West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative at
the annual meeting held in
Graves County. Robert 0. Miller
of Murray was the speaker.
Airman First Class Duane D.
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
M.D. Brown, is a radio repairman at Fortune Air Base, Fortune, N.D.
Published is a picture of the
41 contestants for the Calloway
County Fair Queen Contest at
a pool party at Holiday Inn.
SO years ago
The O.A. Holdren Constriction Company was the successful bidder on the construction
of a national gas distribution
system for the city of Murray.
Vernon Shown, superintendent of schools at Morehouse,
Mo., has been appointed director of field services at Murray
State College, according to Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, MSC president.
Mrs. Garnett Jones has been
appointed field representative by
the Kentucky Insurance Department for Western Kentucky.

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday,July 19,
the 200th day of 2006. There
are 165 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in HistoOn July 19, 1848, a pioneer women's rights convention convened in Seneca Falls,
N.Y.
On this date:
In 1553, 15-year-old Lady
Jane Grey was deposed as
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Queen of England after claiming the crown for nine days.
King Henry %/Ill's daughter
Mary was proclaimed Queen.
In 1941, British Prime Minister
Winston
Churchill
launched his "V for Victory"
campaign in Europe.
In 1943, Allied air forces
raided Rome during World War
II.
•
In 1969, Apollo 11 and its
astronauts, Neil Armstrong,
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to have 'the talk' with kids
DEAR ABBY: I am concerned about the number of
teens who wnte to you about
whether or not to have sex. I
AM a mother of four, and I'm
only 22. My first child was
born when I was 14. Only
two of my biological children
live
with
me, and I
have taken
stepmy
daughter in
AS my own.

PLEASE do not be Like me.
Yati might not be as lucky as
I ens. -- WISER NOW IN
THE U.S.A.

DEAR WISER NOW:
Thank you for wanting to warn
other teens not to venture down
the same path that you did.
You are right: You are lucky
you have a chance to further
your education and provide a
stable life for your children,
because most teenage mothers
are not so fortunate. Sadly,
Teens every- only one-third of teen mothwhere ers receive a high school diploshould
be ma, and only 1.5 percent have
Dear Abby educated a college degree by the time
about
sex they reach 30. (Nearly 80 perand the con- cent of tuunarried teen mothBy Abigail
sequences of ers end up on welfare.)
Van Buren
having sex
Although teenage pregnanat a young age. Many parents cy, birth and abortion rates in
still do not have "the talk' the United States have declined
with their children -- leaving over the last decade, our counit up to the educational sys- try continues to have a hightem, which is inadequate in er rate of teenage pregnancy
this area.
than most other developed
would like to urge.teen countries. (It's nearly twice the
parents to volunteer at local rate as in Australia or Canaschools to educate these teens da -- and more than four times
about what "might" happen. I higher than the rate in France.)
see more and more teens every
Although we all wish that
day heading down the road I teens would remain abstinent
went down, and it scares me. until marriage, the fact remains
I was lucky that I now have that many don't. And those
the chance to further my edu- young people need accurate
cation and provide a stable information about how to prelife for my children, which, 1 vent unplanned pregnancies and
might add, did not happen avoid sexually transmitted disuntil I was already the moth- eases. Parents who leave sex
er of two and 18 years old. education up to the schools
I had to give one child up should be aware that since
for adoption, and it was heart- 1996, the federal government
wrenching. To teens out there, has poured $1 billion into
abstinence-only sex education
programs that do not include
complete information on birth
Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and control methods or even sexMichael Collins, went into orbit ually transmitted diseases.
around the moon.
I have always believed that
. In 1975, the Apollo and what people don't know CAN
Soyuz space capsules that were hurt them, and that anyone
linked, in orbit for two days old enough to ask deserves
separated.
straight answers to their quesIn 1980, the Moscow Sum- tions. And that is why I offer
mer Olympics began, minus a booklet, *What Every Teen
dozens of nations that were boy- Should Know," to answer some
cotting the games because of of the questions that many
the Soviet military interven- teens are afraid to ask their
tion in Afghanistan.
parents regarding sex, STDs,
drinking and chugs. Many parents and grandparents have
given the booklet to their
,teenagers or used it to foster
discussion.
It can be ordered by sending a business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $6 (U.S.
funds) to: Deli Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris,IL 61054-0447. Postage
is included in the price.
*Oa
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Dear Abby Is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: You
mentioned awhile ago about
cinnamon being used to treat
type 11 diabetes. You wad you
were not aware of cinnamon
being used this way. 1 have
had type U diabetes for several
years
now
and
took Avandia, 8 milligrams per
day,to lower
blood
my
sugar. This
Is a very
expensive
Dr. Gott drug at $5
per pill. I
checked six
BY
Dr. Peter Gott different
pharmacies,
and $5 per pill was the cheapest I could find. There is no
generic drug for it. I had drug
insurance at that time, and the
company raised the price further to about $1,200 per month.
I could no longer afford drug
coverage, which included metformin and glyburide, and high
blood pressure pills.
A friend of mine sent me
some research work done at
the University of Southern California on the use of cinnamon in water being fed to diabetic mice. It reduced the blood
sugar of the diabetic mice. I
decided to try it. I take 1/2
teaspoon of ground cinnamon
in hot water to dissolve it,
cool it down and drink it. The
cinnamon in water is taken
after breakfast every day. The
cinnamon has kept my blood
sugar down, usually between
70 and 100, and works very
well for me.
I went for my yearly physical exam recently with my
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1 Quickie exam
5 Boot liner
e Dangle
12 Piny's bear
13 Greek P
14 Verdi opus
16 Akio or Ladd
16 Mord a banquet
17 Boarded ii0WOr
18 Loses traction
20 Incline
21 Canvas
supports
24 Laud
V Waceffe refuge
28 — annum
31 Prot
32 itinerary word
33 Fix potatoes
34 Boxer, maybe
36 Apure our
38 UPS competitor
37 Bea royal pain
39 Mistakes due to
caretessness
43 Accustom
46 Corn
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DEAR DR. GOTT: How
long do I leave the hydrogen
peroxide in my ears, and how
often should it be done? The
procedure is often written about
in your column, but the above
is never mentioned.
DEAR READER: Half a
capful of peroxide will often
loosen ear wax because of the
effervescence of the liquid.
Leave it in the ear until it
stops fizzing, then shake it
out. Use it every month or
two.

ContractBrIdge
North dealer.
hOns, you must start by assuming
East-West vulnerable.
that the contract can be defeated. The
NORTH
next step is to count the number of
•I 0 7 4
tricks declarer is sure to make. A
•K Q
quick survey reveals that there are
•AKQ 103
eightt of them in dummy consisting
•A 2
diamonds, a club and two
WEST
LAST
hearts whether you take the bean ace
•A 8 3
•K 1 92
now or Mier.
•I0 8 6 4 3
AS
Ties, Is torn, leads you to con•9 5
CI 6 2
clude that if declarer has the ace of
+376
+10954
spades, he cannot be defeated. You
SOUTH
therefore credit partner with the ace
*Q 6 5
Once you've reached this point, it
1,9 72
becomes much easier to answer the
•13 7 4
questions posed above.
•K Q 8 3
fist, you must win the heart at
The bidding:
trick one, because if declarer has the
North
South West
East
K-Q of clubs, he can score a heart,
Pass
I•
I NT
Pass
five diamonds and three clubs before
3 NT
your side regains the lead. Second,
Opening lead — four of hearts
you should not return a heart for the
A defender should assume, as a Same ilalS011.
matter of course, that the contract
flint,since partner needs to have
he's defending against can be the spade sec for the contract to be
defeated. If he does not cultivate this defeated, you must shift to a spade.
attitude as a regular habit, many But you cannot lead just any spade.
opportunities to defeat opposing con- If you return a low spade and South
tracts will pass him by.
has Q-x-x, as in the actual deal, he
Let's say you're East on this deal can make the contract by playing low
and partner leads the heart four from his hand.
against three notrump. Should you
To cater to this possibility, you
take the ace or withhold it? If you do must return the spade jack to trap
take the ace, is it better to return a South's queen. Regardless of how
heart, or should you shill to another declarer chooses to proceed, be cansuit? If you do shift, should it be to a not stop you from collecting four
spade or a club?
spade tricks, and the contract is
To fled the answers to these ques- defeated.
Tomorrow: Front the mailbox.
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Internal medicine duk:tut Takes
at the above dosage, cinnamon has not only kept my
blood sugar in a good range.
but at lowered my cholesterol
from 203 to 160; my trglycentice were 160, and my WI
was about 33. I can buy a jar
of posed cinnamon for about
51. I am sending a copy of
the research that is being done
in California and other places.
It takes about 40 days of
the above dosage to change
the sugar level.
DIIAR 'READER: I have
tsceived several letters from
diabetic readers who experienced astonishing results in
lowering blood-sugar levels
with cinnamon. I do not believe
that this therapy is used widely by medical personnel. However, this practice may be
appropriate for some patients,
so I'm passing on your tip in
hopes that it will help diabetics, at least financially.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Diabetes Mellitus" and "Understanding Cholesterol."
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AP
Mark Trouville, chief of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration field office in Miami who
began his DEA career here in 1979, stands in front of a $60,000 sports car that was seized in
a drug deal Friday in Miami. Release later this month, a new "Miami Vice" movie conjures up
Images of the city's hypeviolent, "cocaine cowboy" past when heavily armed drug traffickers
fought bitter turf wars, bags of drugs waqhed ashore and police were out spent and gunned.

'Miami Vice' movie conjures
city's 'cocaine cowboy' past
Release
MIAMI (AP)
later this month of a new
"Miami Vice" film conjures up
images of the city's hyperviolent
"cocaine cowboy" past, when
rival drug traffickers had
automatic
with
shootouts
weapons on city streets. Bags of
drugs washed up on beaches and
police were outspent, outgunned
and sometimes corrupted.
"When the drugs came flowing in, it just changed the landscape here," said Mark R.
Trouville, chief of the U.S. Drug
Administration
Enforcement
field office in Miami who began
his DEA:areer here in 1979. "It
kind of became the Wild West
down here for a while."
Miami remains a key command center for the worldwide
cocaine trade, particularly for
Colombian cartels, and is still a
major drug money-laundering
locale. But the violence has
largely disappeared as the
cocaine kingpins have become
less
sophisticated,
more
"Scarface" and more corporate.
"They have become more
diverse and less flamboyant."
said Guy Lewis, a former federal prosecutor in Miami now in
private practice. "One thing that
has not changed is the money.
The trade is still awash in cash."
The television %ersion of
"Miami Vice," which ran from
1985 to 1989, accurately reflected the tenor of those crazy
times, according to people who
lived through them. The movie,
set for release July 28, is set in
the present and does not resurrect the old days, according to
its producers.
. Robert Hoelscher. a Miami.

Dade County police sergeant
who consulted for the TV show,
said "85 percent of what we put
on television was a paraphrase
of actual cases."
"There was a constant turf
war," said Hoelscher, who is
now semiretired. "We were outequipped. They had better aircraft. They had bigger, faster
boats. They had automatic
weapons. We were outgunned in
many respects."
Drug traffickers were regularly gunned down on city
streets, sometimes in broad dayfight, and bullet-riddled bodies
turned up frequently in remote
locations. One lawyer was shot
to death in his office after he
was subpoenaed in a drug case.
A liquor store at a popular shopping mall was shot up by men
wielding submachine guns and
driving around in an armored
panel truck.
As the lure of cocaine cash
grew, dozens of Miami cops
were ensnared in a corruption
case involving raids on drug
dealers along the Miami River.
Bags of drugs regularly washed
up on local. beaches. A pharmacology expert testified in court
in 1985 that almost everyone in
South Florida had probably
touched currency tainted by
cocaine.
Br)an Page, chairman of the
University of Miami's anthropology department, said the
"cocaine cowboy period" in the
city's history began in the .1970s
when an established Cuban network of traffickers and cocaine
users attracted the attention of
Colombians who saw a potentially lucrative market.

"The violence that was taking
essentially
was
place
Colombians taking over Cuban
territory," Page said."They were
very bold. People would get shot
up sitting at traffic lights. It was
that kind of Wild West atmosphere that attracted the attention
of the people putting together
Miami Vice."
In the 1983 film "Scarface,"
Tony
played
Pacino
Al
Montana, a Cuban immigrant
who built a cocaine empire only
to end up dying a spectacular
and violent death. In between,
Montana narrowly escapes gruesome murder by chain saw,
watches soipeone executed by
hanging frotn a helicopter and
battles his iivals with an M-16
assault rifle.
The DEA's Trouville said that
wasn't too far from the truth.
"They were shooting each
other left and right," he said. "It
was a time when there were no
rules yet. Everybody was crying
to establish themselves in the
drug world here."
Although cocaine continues
to flow into Miami, it has been
eclipsed by the U.S. border with
Mexico as a drug trade flashpoint. There is far less violence
today.
And as shown by the recent
indictment of members of an
alleged drug ring responsible for
bringing some 70 tons of
cocaine into the United' States,
the drug lords have blended into
South Florida society.
-They used to drive Ferraris
and Porsches," Lewis said
"Now they. drive Camrys.
They've gone from the penthouse to the suburbs."
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By MICHAEL DANN
:$ports Writer
The winds of change are beginiung
40 pick up speed with the looming
7expansion of Kentucky's prep football
classes.
Like most changes, some support
'the class shifts, while others put their
:feelings on hold.
i; Both Calloway County head coach
-high McKeel and Murray High head
coach Lee Edwards eagerly await as the
• state's high school football teams will
be expanded from a four-class system
a six-class system for the 2007 seaBut the two local coaches have different mindsets going into the change.
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The Kentucky
School
High
Athletic
Association's Board
of Control voted 140 last week to have
six classes. Now,
the board is seeking
comments from the
schools before it
finalizes the plan.
have
Schools
until Aug. 7 to respond to the board,
which will consider the correspondence
at its Aug. 21 meeting. The finalized
alignment could come at that August
meeting. If not, it will be finished by
September.

"It adopted, this represents the most
significant change in the alignment of
football schools and the football playoff
system since 1975, when we expanded
from three to four classes," KHSAA
Assistant Commissioner Julian Tackett,
who handles the sport daily, said in a
release. "Many options were considered and reviewed over the last few
years as the staff, Board of Control and
the Football Advisory Committee continually review the championship playoff format, including adjustments to the
current system and expansion of classes. In the end, this system appears to
accomplish the most objectives put
forth during review."
This proposed setup would have

about 37 teams in
each class; 192 of
221 total teams
would make the
playoffs — up from
the present 128.
The KHSAA's
formula uses a twoyear average of
boys' enrollment to
group schools so
less disparity exists.
The former system used total enrollment and the gaps were larger among
schools in the same class.
Even so, Edwards is reserving his
feelings in hopes that the KHSAA will
look kindly on Murray Independent

Schools, which has taken a hit in enrollment the last couple of years.
Edwards would prefer that the
KHSAA study Murray's enrollment the
last two seasons, keeping it a smallei
school from a state-wide perspective.
"Conventional wisdom would say
use the most recent numbers you can
get. But as tar as how 1 feel, I don't
know how I feel," Edwards said. ....ye
seen the preliminary drawings, and the
move is going to be pretty tough for us.
But we've played football for 105
years. I'm certain we plan on playing
for 106."
In the proposed class system,
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West Va.
picked
first in
Big East

Konerko hits
two homers
to lead Sox
over Detroit

PETR1NO, CARDS
SELECTED SECOND
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) —
:West Virginia coach Rich
-Rodriguez doesn't agree that his
team's victory in the Sugar
Bowl rescued the Big East from
oblivion.
But he doesn't mind people
saying it, anyway.
"I'm glad people are talking
about that instead of saying,
'Oh,that loss
lpreally hurt,"'
Rodriguez
said Tuesday
at Big East
football
media day."I
like to think
the
that
league was
OK regardPaine
•
less, but it's
a positive thing to have people
talk about that win."
West Virginia, which went
1 I-1 overall in 2005(7-0 conference) and beat Georgia 38-35 in
•the Sugar Bowl, was picked to
win the conference in a presea.son poll of Big East media
The
Tuesday.
:released
:Mountaineers received 18 of the
.24 first-place votes; Louisville
was the second choice, receiving
the other six first-place votes,
followed by Pittsburgh, Rutgers,
;South Florida, Connecticut,
-Cincinnati and Syracuse.
West Virginia is ranked from
No. 2-10 in magazine and Web
site preseason polls released so
far. The Associated Press preseason Top 25 will be
announced Aug. 19.
The Mountaineers finished
No. 5 in the AP poll last year,
giving hope to a conference that
had experienced years of flux.
after the defections of Miami.
Virginia Tech and Boston
.College. Louisville -(9-3 in
2005) was one of the teams
brought in to beef the league
back up.
"Louisville's very good.
Watch what they do in their nonsaid
games,"
conference
Rodriguez, who will take the
Mountaineers to Louisville for a
Thursday night game Nov. 2.
"That's not going to be fun. It's
almost scary what they've done
at home."
Rodriguez, who last month
received a three-year contract
extension for more than SI million a year. has led the
Mountaineers to at least a share
of three straight Big East titles.
West Virginia's No. 5 ranking
ties the 1988 team for its best in
the postseason poll.

IN See FOOTBALL,2C

AP
Center fielder Andruw Jones, center, celebrates with shortstop Edgar Renteria after the Braves defeated the Cardinals
14-5 Tuesday night at Busch Stadium. Jones was 5-for-5 on the night with two home runs, a double and two singles as
Atlanta tied a major league record by scoring 10 or more runs in a game for the fifth straight time.

Chop! Chop!!
RED-HOT BRAVES' BATS BLUDGEON CARDINALS AGAIN
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A few
days ago, Bobby Cox would
have laughed at comparisons
between his sub-.500 Atlanta
Braves to a 1930 New York
Yankees team that featured
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig,
and he had never even heard of
the Boston Beaneaters.
Now he knows all about
those long-ago offensive juggernauts, because his Braves,
though they're still four games
below .500, have been matching them.
Andruw Jones was 5-for-5
with two homers and matched
his career high with six RBIs,
helping the Braves become the
first team since the '30
Yankees to score 10 or more
runs in five straight games
with a 14-5 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals on Tuesday
night.

Adam LaRoche, Chipper and 98 in their last six, going
Jones and Brian McCann also back to an 8-3 victory over
homered for the Braves, who Cincinnati on July 9, the last
have scored 65 runs during an game before the All-Star
that break.
offensive explosion
Chipper Jones was 2-for-4
includes two 15-run games.
The last time the franchise to extend- his hitting streak to
reached double figures in five 18 games, all but four multihit
straight games was in 1897, efforts.
He's batting .534 (39-forwhen the Braves were called
the Beaneaters and they totaled 73)during the streak with eight
homers and 23 RBIs.
61 runs.
During their six-game win"The Beaneaters keep popping up every afternoon," Cox ning streak, they've outscored
said. "Way back. I wasn't their opponents 77-32 and
in the
around ,then.
- It's kind of they've hit 19 homers
strange, to be talking about last five games — the most for
those kinds of records, at all." the franchise in a five-game
The 65 runs in five games is span and only two off the
the best by the franchise since major league record set by the
those same Beaneaters totaled 1977 Boston Red Sox and
78, including 25 in one game 1999 Cincinnati Reds.
The Cardinals lost 15-3 in
and 21 in another, from May
3I-June 3. The Braves have 81 the opener of the three-game
hits during their five-game run series on Monday and trailed

13-I in the fifth Tuesday, a
two-game sequence reminiscent of blowout losses to the
Chicago White Sox by 20-6
and 13-5 on June 20-21.
St. Louis had won a seasonbest seven straight before
Atlanta came to town.
"Giving up so many runs
early, it gave us all kinds of
problems as far as winning the
game, saving our staff, not
being embarrassed, everything," manager Tony La
Russa said.
Jason Marquis (11-7) was
the loser in the 13-5 game
against the White Sox, giving
up all the runs in five innings.
This was almost as bad: 12
runs and 14 hits in five innings
from a pitcher who had a
chance to take the NI lead in
victories.

Churchill Downs names new president, CEO
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An experienced business executive who also heads a
Woodford County thoroughbred breeding
farm will become the next president and
CEO of Churchill Downs Inc., the company's board of directors announced
Wednesday.
Robert L. Evans will replace Thomas H.
Meeker. who has served as Churchill's top

executive for 22 years. Evans will become
president and CEO on Aug. 14.
Evans, 53, has most recently worked in
top positions at technology and private equity capital companies, such,as the Symphony
Technology Group.
He is the president and founder of
Tenlane Farm LLC, a thoroughbred breeding farm near Versailles, and has been

By The Associated Press
Jon Garland and the Chicago
White Sox just love playing at
Comerica Park.
Paul Konerko hit two home
runs and Garland pitched seven
strong innings to lead the White
Sox to a 7-1 victory over Detroit
on Tuesday night in the matchnji
of the AL Central's top two
tr-ams.
The Tigers are 1-6 against the
World Series champions, who
have won 12 of their last 14
games at Detroit.
"It is one of the nicer ballparks in the league to pitch at, a
lot nicer than ours the way the
ball jumps out," Garland said.
"We come here ready to play,
and we play good."
In other AL games, it was:
Los Angeles 7, Cleveland 5;
New York 5, Seattle 4 in 11
innings; Minnesota 8, Tampa
Bay. I; Boston 1, Kansas City 0;
Oakland 5, Baltimore 4; and
Texas 5,Toronto 2.
Detroit (62-31) still has a 3
I/2-game lead in the division
over the White Sox, who own
the second-best record in the
majors.
Chicago broke open the first
of a three-game series with two
runs in the sixth and three in the
seventh — with Konerko homering in each inning — giving
Garland more than enough supPort.
Garland (9-3) allowed one
run, six hits and one walk while
striking out five to win his fifth
straight decision.
The White Sox had lost five
of their last six in falling a season-high 4 1/2 games behind
Detroit. They were coming off
being swept for the first time
this season, in three-game road
series against the Yankees.
Nate Robertson (8-6)allowed
six runs, nine hits and one walk
over 62-3 innings to lose his
third straight start.
"I felt pretty good, but every
time I missed a pitch, they got
it," he said. "I made a lot of
quality pitches, but they didn't
get themselves out"
Yankees 5, Mariners 4,
11 innings
Melky Cabrera homered
leading off the Ilth inning and
New York rallied for a raindelayed victory over visiting
Seaftle for the Yankees' fifth
straight win and ninth in 10
games.

involved in the horse racing industry for
more than 20 years.
In making the announcement, board
chairman Carl Pollard said Evans has an
impressive record that will help him lead
Churchill Downs into the future.
Churchill Downs Incorporated owns and
operates six racetracks in Florida Illinois,
Indiana. Kentucky and Louisiana.

Taxes, not steroids, could be Bonds'downfall
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The easy money Barry Bonds
made by aggressively selling his
name, likeness and sports equipment through his Web site and
brief autograph sessions in hotel
conference rooms could prove
to be the embattled slugger's
legal undoing.
A federal grand jury is probing whether he paid taxes on
some of that fortune, and key
government witnesses include a
scorned business partner and a
jilted lover who profited from
the name "Barry Bonds." He

also is being investigated for
allegedly lying to another federal grand jury about his steroid
use.
Legal analysis said proving
the Giants star cheated theIRS
out of its cut of memorabilia
sales is far easier to prove than
Perjury.
If so, Bonds wouldn't be the
first professional athlete to run
afoul of the IRS over sales of
autographed jerseys, balls and
baseball cards.
Pete Rose in 1990 served five
months in prison for not report-

mg income from memorabilia. timillion-dollar enterprise for
Several other prominent players professional athletes. Bonds
— including Darryl Strawberry sells his jersiys for as much as
and Hall of Famers Duke Snider $1,900 on his Web site.
"The money is, so easily
and Willie McCovey — were
linated in the 1990s for not prop- accessible,"• Hennigan said.
"There's going to be a lot of
erly reporting such income.
Brian Hennigan. a Los cash, and the promoter says
Angeles lawyer who represented 'Here is an envelope, it's full of
Strawberry when the baseball cash' and it's just handed to you
player pleaded guilty to tax eva- and you drive away and there
sion in 1995, said it's relatively aren't any forms to sign."
Strawberry was sentenced to
easy to fall into tax trouble
because the memorabilia busi- six months of home confinement and ordered to pay
ness is largely cash-and-carry.
Sports memorabilia is a mul- $350,000 in back taxes. Other

athletes have paid fines and
back taxes to settle their tax
problems.
"The sentence certainly
depends on how much money is
involved and how long it has
been going on," Hennigan said.
"If the athlete gets a lot of cash
and never reports any of it, more
likely than not the government
is going to look at it harshly."
A Bonds indictment could
come as soon as Thursday when
the grand jury investigating his
case is expected to end its service.

AP
Chicago White Sox first
baseman Paul Konerko celebrates his three-run home
run against AL Central leader
Detroit during the seventh
inning of Tuesday's game.
The Sox moved to within 3
1/2 games of the Tigers with
yesterday's 7-1 victory.
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O'Neil, 94
becomes
oldest pro

CARDINALS FLY HIGH: The Murray Insurance Agency Cardinals recently completed
their Mustang League season with a 12-6 record, which included a runner-up finish in the
postseason tournament. Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Grant
McDonald, Will Adams, Liz Grogan, Bryce Orr, Daniel McGee,(middle row) Josh Carter,
Tandyn Sheppard, Colton Tockstein, Tanner Foster, Austin Brittain, Houston Billington,
(top row) coaches Rick Grogan and Hal Orr and sponsor Robert Billington.

Peppers Toyota
Summer Sell Down

41CP
2006
Toyota Corolla CE

KANSAS CITY, Km. (AP)
— John Jordan "Buck" O'Neil
never got a free pass in life.
The grandson of a man
brought to this continent a slave.
O'Neil moved to Kansas City to
avoid racial persecution in the
Deep South. He played baseball
during an era of segregation, and
earlier this year was denied
entry into the National Baseball
Hall of Fame by a special 12member panel.
It figures that on Tuesday
night, when the 94-year-old
O'Neil stepped into the batter's
box during a minor league AllStar game, nobody could quibble over an intentional walk.
O'Neil ambled to first base,
then took a lead off the bag
before being pulled for a pinch
runner.

•Football
From Page 1C
Murray would move up from
Class A to AA and would play in
District 2-I. Joining the Tigers
in that district would be
Heath,
County,
Caldwell
Reidland and Trigg County.
Calloway would move up
from Class 3A to 4A, joining
only three other teams —
Hopkins County Central, Lone
Oak and Muhlenberg North.
"I think this is going to be
said
advantageous,"
very
McKeel, who would escape the

shadows of powerhouses like
Hopkinsville (which will move
to Class 5A, District 5-1) and
Paducah Tilghman (which will
stay in 3A, District 3-1).
"I think this move will help
make things more competitive.
In most cases, districts have
always had those 'powerhouses'
where you knew who No. 1 and
No. 2 were going to be and
everyone fought for the No. 3
spot. I think this will help different schools be more successful
and more well-rounded."

PROPOSED 6 CLASS Mona LL SYSTEM FCB 2007 THROUGH 2010
(FOU41. DISTRIBUTION IN CLASSES 254k BALANCE IN IA)
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY•753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
AM Thaw CiTi
East Division
L Pet GB
W
—
56 36.609
Boston
56 36.604 1/2
New York
52 41 559 4 1/2
Toronto
14
44 52 468
Balemore
18
39 55 415
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
62 31 667
Detroit
58 34.830 3 1/2
Chicago
52 40 565 9t/2
Minnesota
21
41 52 441
Cleveland
30
32 61.344
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
49 45 521
Oakland
48 45.516 12
Los Angeles
1
48 48.511
Texas
5
44 50.468
Seattle
Tuesday's Scores
Boston 1 Kansas City 0
NY Yankees 5. Seattle 4, 11 innings
Chicago White Sox 7, Detroit 1
Oakland 5, Baltimore 4
Texas 5, Toronto 2
Minnesota 8, Tampa Bay 1
L.A Angels 7. Cleveland 5
Today's Games
Oakland (Zito 9-6) at Baltimore (Benson
9-8), 1135 a m
Kansas City (Redman 6-4) at Boston
(Beckett 11-5). 12:05 p.m.
Seattle (k4eche 9-4) at N.Y. Yankees
(R.Johnson 10-7), 12:05 pin.
Cleve/and (Byrd 8-6) at LA. Angels
(Lackey 8-5), 2:35 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 9-4) at
Detroit (Bondermen 9-4), 6.05 p in
Texas (MillwOOd 9-5)at Toronto
(Janssen 6-8), 6:07 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Soo 2-7) at Minnesota
(Radke 7-7), 7:10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 9-1) at
Detroit (Rogers 11-3). 12.05 p.m
Tampa Bay (shields 4-3) at Minnesota
Santana 10-5). 1210 p m
Tit= (Rheinecker 4-4) at Boston
(Schilling 11-3), 105 p.m
N Y Yankees (Mussina 11-3) at Toronto
(Holladay 12-2) 607 p m
L.A Angels (E Santana 11-3).t Kansas
City (Gobble 3-3). 7•10 p m.

National Undue
East Division
L Pet GB •
W
— •
56 37 602
New Yuri,
45 49.47911 1/2
Atlanta
42 5045713 1/2
Philadelphia
41 51.44614 1/2
Florida
17
40 55 421
Washington
Control Division
L Pet G8
W
52 41 559
—
St Louis
49 45.521 3 1/2
Cincinnati
7
46 49.484
Milwaukee
45 49 479 7 1/2
Houston
1/2
39115
56
36
Chicago
20
33 62.347
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
50 43.538
San Diego
47 47.500 31/2
Los Angeles
47 47.500 3 1I2
San Francisco
4
46 47 495
Anzona
45 48 484
5
Colorado
Tuesday's Scores
Colorado 13. Prttsburgh 4
Washington 7, Florida 6
N Y Mists 8. Cincinnati 3
Chicago Cubs 4. Houston 2
Atlanta 14. St. Louis 5
L A Dodgers 4. Anzona 1
San Diego 10, Philadelphia 6
San Francisco 4, Milwaukee 3
Today's Games
Colorado (Jennings 6-7) at Pittsburgh .
(Duke 6-8), 11:35 am.
Washington (Ortiz 6-8) at Florida
(Sanchez 2-0), 12:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Davis 5-6) at San Francisco
(Morris 8-7), 2,35 p.m.
Philadelphia (Lieber 3-7) at San Diego
p.m.
(M.Thompson 3-2), 2:35
N V Mots (Trachsel 9-4) at Cincinnati
(Harang 10-6), 6:10 p.m.
Houston (Clemens 1-3) at Chicago
Cubs(Maddux 7-10), 7:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Shell 0-0) at St. Louis
(Carpenter 8-4), 7:10 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers(Lowe 7-6) at Arizona
(Batista 8-5), 8:40 p.m.
Thursday's Games
NY Mets (Glavine 11-3) at Cincinnati ,
(Arroyo 9-6). 11 35 a.m.
Houston (Pettitte 8-9) at Chicago Cubs •
(Zambrano 9-3), 1 20 pm.
Pittsburgh (Snell 8-6) at Florida
(J Johnson 8-5), 6 05 p.m.
L.A Dodgers (Hendrickson 0-2) at
Anzona (Webb 10-3), 8:40 p.m.
San Diego (Park 6-5) at San Francisco
(Lowry 4-6). 4,15 p.m.

SportsBriefs
•The Murray Bucs 10u baseball team finished pool play with a 2-0
record, surviving 105-degree temperatures to record a 16-14 win over
Bambino Baseball in the USSSA 10u World Series in Tulsa, Ma.
Ryan Alderson paced the hitting attack with two hits. Five Bucs pitchers combined for a no-hitter, but issued a whopping 20 walks. The Bucs
began double-ehmation play this afternoon.
•Calloway County Middle School girls' softball tryouts will be held
Monday. July 31 and Tuesday. Aug. 1st from 6 to 8 p.m. each day.
Tryouts will take place at the CCHS softball field. Girls entering the sixth
through eighth grades are urged to attend. Al) girls are encouraged to
have their sports physicals done through the MCCH outpatient services. Outpatient services is offenng free physicals July 22 and July 29
from 8 a.m. to noon both days.
For more information on the tryouts contact. CCHS varsity coach
James Pigg at 759-2145. Please leave a message if there is no answer.
•Entnes are still being accepted from all-star and travel teams for
the fourth annual Back To School Bash youth baseball tournament.
scheduled for Aug. 4-6 in Murray and Draffenville.

The USSSA-sanctioned Bash will offer competition for ages 7-under
through 14-under. It has become the largest tournament in the fourstate region, attracting over 90 teams from seven states last year. The
event has a three-game guarantee with an entry fee of $200 for
machine pitch divisions (7u & 8u)and $275 for all kid-pitch divisions. The entry deadline is Wednesday, July 26. For more information or
to download tourney registration forms, visit www.teamworicevents.com,
or contact Tab Brockman at 270-293-3030 or via email at tab et teamworkevents.com.

OVC Media Day available to fans online
For
NASH% ILIA:. knit
the first time in Ohio Valley
Conference history. fans will be
able to tune in live as Murray
State head coach Matt
and all ()V(' football coaches,
address members of the media
during a portion of the league's
annual Football Kickoff testis
ties on Tuesday, July 25. the

announced
office
league
Tuesday.
This unprecedented event,
which can be viewed from the
OVCs website at www.ovcsports.com. will be made available through a partnership with
XOS Technologies, a leading
provider of sports technology
and media solutions to profes-

sional and collegiate teams and
conferences.
"We are pleased to be able to
provide fans with this unique
look inside a previously restrictOVC
said
event."
ed
Jon
Dr.
Commissioner
Steinbrecher. "The advent of
sophisticated computer technology has opened the door to a

WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
*GROWERS ASSOCIATION
(MEMBERS ONLY)

If you are a member of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
and produced Dark Fire Cured,Type 23, tobacco in 2002, 2003, or 2004, you
are eligible to receive a portion of the proceeds from the sale of tobacco pool
stocks.
Those dark fired cured producers, who are members of the association, and
received a check for the producer part of the tobacco buyout are due to receive
a check from the sale of tobacco association pool stocks.
Dark fire cured producers must provide the association a copy of their
CCC-956, Tobacco Transition Payment Producer Contract and CCC 960,
Notification of Contract Approval and Appeal Rights, (received from the
FSA office), as proof of eligibility. These forms must be at the association office
no later than August 31, 2006 to be eligible for a payment. The forms must be
presented in person.
Die street address of the association is 206 Maple Street, Murray, Ky., and the
phone number is 270-753-3341.

new world of opportunities for
promoting our member institutions, and we are excited to be a
part of it."
Fans will be able to view the
media day program frotti
approximately 8:30 to 9:15 a.nti.
The live portion of the program
will feature brief comments
from all nine OVC head football
•
coaches and Steinbrecher.
In addition, users will be able
to view taped footage of individual interviews with each of the
league's nine head football
coaches, beginning at approeimately 5 p.m.
Fans can access the live
videostream and taped intetviews free of charge by loggiieg
on to the OVC website itt
www.ovesports.com.
T
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Lindy Salter
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TV Schedule
Today
BOXING
S p.m.
ESPN2 — Weftenveghts Vince Santo Pakau 1272,
mars
2-1) at Ontario Calif
CYCUNG
7 p.m.
OLN.— Tour de France stage 18.
Bourg d'Oisans to La Toussurre Les
SybeNes France same-day tape)
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL .
6 p.m.
•
ESPN - Chicago White Sox at Dein*:
7 p.m.
WGN
Houston at Chicago Cuba 1.

& tunes.
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Tsunami rumors spark panic

Planes
attack
near
Beirut
airport
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Israeli troops clashed with
Hezbollah guerrillas on the
Lebanese side of the border
today, while warplanes flattened
buildings and killed at least 20
people overnight as fighting
entered its second week with the
U.S. signaling it will not push
Israel toward a fast cease-fire.
In Beirut, hundreds of
Americans boarded a luxury
ship to carry them from the
country, with many,complaining
about the slow pace of the U.S.
evacuation effort. Europeans
and Lebanese with foreign passports already have fled by the
thousands. Two Chinook transport helicopters also took 120
Americans to Larnaca in Cyprus
and were to make at least one
more trip later today.
Israeli bombers, which had
been focusing on Hezbollah
strongholds in southern Beirut,
also hit a Christian suburb on the
eastern side of the capitaffor the
first time. The target was a
truck-mounted machine used to
drill for water but could have
been mistaken for a missile
launcher. The vehicle was
destroyed, but nobody was hurt
in that attack.
Military officials said Israeli
troops crossed the border in
search of tunnels and weapons.
Hezbollah claimed to have
"repelled" Israeli forces near the
coastal border town of Naqoura.
Casualties were reported on
both sides.
The Israeli arniy confirmed
there were • clashes with
Hezbollah in the border area and
that some Israelis were among
the casualties, but it would not
elaborate. Hezbollah's Al-Mlnar
television channel reported that
two Israeli soldiers 'bad been
killed and three wounded, but
tbat could not be confirmed.
Hezbollah officials in south
Lebanon added that one guerrilla had been killed.
Israel, which has mainly limited itself to attacks from the air
and sea, had been reluctant to •
send in ground troops because
Hezbollah is far more familiar
with the terrain and because of
memories of Israel's ill-fated
18-year occupation of south
Lebanon that ended in 2000.
Israel declared Tuesday it
was ready to fight Hezbollah
guerrillas for several more
weeks, raising doubts about
international efforts to broker an
immediate cease-fire. The fighting has killed nearly 300 people
and displaced 500,000.
Israel said its airstrikes had
destroyed "about 50 percent" of
Hezbollah's arsenal."It will take
us time to destroy what is left,"
Brig. Gen. Alon Friedman, a
senior army commander, told

AP

Brothers Nabil Alaa al-Din, left, Ramzi, center, and Ali, right, wounded in an Israeli warplane
missile attack in the southern village of Srifa, Lebanon, sit at hospital beds in the outskirts of
the port city of Sidon today. The airstrikes flattened 15 houses.
attention to Syria, one of Bush said, referring to Prime
Israeli Army Radio.
Separately, Israeli forces Hezbollah's backers, saying he Minister Fuad Saniora's fledgkilled six Palestinians after suspects it was trying to reassert ling government.
"Syria's trying to get back
tanks moved into the Mughazi influence in Lebanon more than
refugee camp in central Gaza a year after withdrawing its into Lebanon, it looks like,
seems to me," tie said. "The
under cover of machine gun fire, troops under U.N. pressure.
"It's in our interest for Syria world must deal with Hezbollah,
the latest incursion in its threeweek military push in the sea- to stay out of Lebanon and for with Syria and to continue to
this government to survive," isolate Iran."
side territory.
In an army operation in the
West Bank city of Nablus, at
least three Palestinians were
killed when the army surroundsiz
_Laultz IP to
ed a prison where wanted militants were apparently hiding,
Palestinian officials said.
of Murray
Israel began a large-scale
klapper.
Phillip
operation in Gaza on June 28,
- Hearing Aids three days after Hamas-lined
- No Referrals Required Militants tunneled under the border and attacked an Israeli army
Call for Appointment(270) 759-4811
base at a Gaza crossing, killing
south 8th Street - Suite :011.f., Murraj h t207l
two soldiers and capturing a
third.
The fighting dealt a blow to
diplomatic efforts to broker a
cease-fire and to send a new
international force to bolster the
2,000-member U.N. force in
south" Lebanon.
The Bush administration also
has refused to yield to international calls to press Israel for a
prompt •end • to it campaign
against the Hezbollah militia.
Instead,
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
Secretary of
St .ate
Condoleezza
Rice is trying
to drum up
for
support
what she called
a cease-fire of
"lasting
1880 State It. 121 So., Mayfield • 2474866
Rice
value." That is,
Monday • Friday • 7:00 a.at.•5:00 p.m.
one that would have the
the
over
take
army
Lebanese
south of the country where
Hezbollah guerrillas have conducted a cross-border war
against Israel for years.
Rice is likely to make a trip
to the area this weekend, but no
announcement has been made.
State DepartMent spokesman
•011, Lube & Filter
•Alignment
Sean McCormack would only
say Wednesday that her trip
•Transmission Flush
•Brak es
would come."in the near future"
and told CNN the timing would
.Coolant Flush
•Shocks
depend upon "when she thinks
•Belts, Hoses
•Struts
it's most useful and most effective."
•AC Service
•Used Tires
President Bush turned his

Accepting New PatiMIN
Ear, Nose & Throat

PANGANDARAN, Indonesia(AP) — Rumors of another killer wave sparked mass
panic today in the town hardest
INDOryES 1 A
hit by the Indonesian tsunami,
and amateur video that captured
0
JAVA
some of the horror of the disaster surfaced.
Quake triggered tsunami
The death toil rose to 53)
with mote than 270 missing.
SOURCES ESRI USGS
The video shows children
playing in the surf and building scores of houses, restaurants arid
sandcastles followed by brief hotels. Cars, motorbikes and
footage of a wall of black water boats were left mangled in furnibearing down on the beach in ture and other debris.
Pangandaran. The camera perIt was unclear how today's
son then runs away amid rumor of another tsunami
screams.
spread, but it caused mass panic
The tsunami was triggered by among the town's traumatized
a magnitude 7.7 undersea earth- residents. More than 1,000 peoquake and smashed into a 110- ple ran from the beach area or
mile stretch of Java island's jumped on bikes or in cars and
coastline, which was unaffected headed inland amid shouts of
by the devastating 2004 Asian "The water is coming!"
tsunami.
_ "People suddenly started runThe waves, more than 6 feet ning so I joined them,- said
high, reached 200 yards inland Marino, a 42-year-old man who
in some places, destroying was caught up in the exodus.

469egei ,/pter-iirs/
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HOURS:10 AM 'T
PM!
M 10

IT'S HERE!...AND THEY'RE OUT TO SET A VOLUME RECORD!
EXTRA...Salespeople,EXTRA

SPECIAL FACTORY
PURCHASES! PLUS,
REDUCTIONS ON MIS
FOR EVERY ROOM!
• Broyhill
• Thomasville
• La-Z-Boy
• Lane
• Rowe

BARGAINS!

Sale At All
4 Fleming
Locations!

ftemin

Credit Personnel, EXTRA Office
Staff and EXTRA Delivery People
will be here to assist you!

Some are one-ofa-kind' Some are limited quantity...

IF YOU CAN BUY NOW,YOU'LL $AYE

EVERYTHING'S
INCLUDED IN
THE OFFER!

• Serta
• Klaussner
• Ashley
• Plus Many
Many More!

SOME ARE UMITED
QUANTMES,SOME
ARE ONE-OF-A-KIND!

• LIVING ROOMS!
• TRUNDLE BEDS!
• SOFAS!
• BUNK BEDS!
• SLEEP SOFAS!
• DAYBEDS!
• LOv ESEATS!
• MATTRESS SETS,
• MOTION
• CHESTS,
FURNITURE!
• NIGHTSTANDS'
• SECTIONALS!
• DESKS,
• RECLINERS,
•WALL UNITS,
• CHAIRS,
• CURIOS,
• ROCKERS!
• PICTURES'
• TABLES!
• ACCESSORIES'
• LAMPS!
• FAMILY ROOMS'
PLUS MUCH,
• DINING ROOMS,
• DINETTES!
MUCH
• BEDROOMS,
MORE!
• rOuTH BEDFOOmS'

INTEREST FOR
-FULL YEAR

•

Yes! Select Anything Everything In Furniture And Buy With
• NO INTEREST THIS YEAR! ..NO INTEREST
NEXT YEAR! NO INTEREST
4,"
UNTIL JULY 20101
1,1 lIstil
At 111.• luii•

i

Arw•ivetio.

on-

12
SENSAT
IONAL
HOURS
THURSD
AY!
REDUCTIONS WILL BE PLAINLY TAGGED ON ITEMS THROUGHOUTTHE
STORE!!!

INCREDIBLE'

WANTED!

cifforr TERMS ON...

RECOMPIREA/11119
NEWT news ON..
OCCAMINIAL TAM SITS!

UYINE ROOM FURNITURE!

•

• MC,
'
C urniture'

I

• .̀
,r( tinn3ls'
•,

•

REVOLUTIONARY!

•Coffee Tables'• Lamp And
Hex Tables'• Door Tables
• Odd Tables'• And More'

Every Page In This Publication
Might Not Be Enough Space
TERMS ON...
To List The Entire Selection
MING ROOM FURNITURE!
Selection You'll Shop!

Ca
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BEDROOM MITES & EPS
STOCK COLLECTIONR

ASTONISHING'

MAGIC'

RECONO-IMEAKIN
CREDIT TERMS ON...
FAMOUS IMAM MUM

• All Styles!
• A Huge Selection!

HURRY!

COME EARLY FOR
BEST CHOICE!

• I40 INTERESI OH I MANCE

CHARGE FOR FOUR FULL YEARS
ON ANY PURCHASE YOU MAKE'
• BANK CARDS ALSO WELCOME'

SAVE.

P
.

r
. IMPORTANT vALUE!

SPECIAL OFFER!

MAN. 0111§1=12..
MATTRESS IITIM

RI MOI OIRCNION

• Table Lamps'• Floor
Lamps'• And More'

• Every Style!• Every
SIZE!• Every Finish!

BUY NOW SAVE!

•MURRY!

o

• Twin-Size Sets'•Full-Size Sets,
•Queen-Size Sets!•King-Size Sets!

•YIN Woollie Smisp Om Ion
Slim MI Flimmeml Wry,

MAGNIFICENT,

REMARKABLE'

RECORD-WEAK=
CREDIT TONS ON

RECORD-BREAKING
COMET TERMS ON...
MIMIBETS IN ALL SEM
•Solid Oak!•Colonial

C
'

IICIM!LIMA

• An Incredible
Selection!

staff n
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(12 ASTONISHING
'
HOURS!)PLAN NOW
•5-Pc. Sets'
TO SHOP ALL •Traditional!
•7-Pc. Sets!
DAY1,...IT'S BIG!

HURRY!
THAT ENTIRE
HOUSEFUL...

SORRY, NO ONE WILL BE ADMITTED UNTIL THE OFFICIAL 10:00 AM OPENING ON'THURSDAY!

YES! RECORD BREAKING
CREDIT TERMS ARE MUM!
DON I BE THE ONE TO MISS OUT!

hiIWO Al

• Man-Size!• 3-Postion!
• Wall-A-Ways'. Roclung
Styles!• And More!

YOU LL LOVE THIS! ,

IIICONEHNIEPANNE
COEDIT TURIN N...
MINIM MUM.

• Chesses • Mu rurs'• Chests'
• Headboards!• RIM Tables'
• All Styles & Sties' Cn
,
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RECORD-BREAM
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F1emins.
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Visit us at vunsno-Rentingfaarniture.00n•
SUPERCENTER 3001 Hinkieville Road
Highway SO • A Half Mille East of 1-24
Pedeosii, ICY 442-4465
1 -11500-71M1-40224
Op... Dolls 10-7 • Sowada, 1-5• Mew 10-0

451 South ItItts Street.
Psdasoah. KY
442-4445 • 1-000-450-4224
Op... Daley 0-0•ftWardsh5-5

305 Nardi Mahe Strowt. Simeon KY
527-3451 • 1-000-550-6224
Open Dolly 045• Friday 0-11

3000 Hwy 541 North.
Murray. KY
753-6300 • 1-505-753-0300
M..
1-5
-Sat. 114 •
Op...

of fine furniture you need
can be yours! Buy 3. 4 5 or
more roomfuls, and save
hundreds and hundreds
ol dollars now'

•
'it NS Miniftel/ welsh milli 25% tlowa ON Wawa pasha,I ow no prossonh no Sawa 010 no awl powont ''Sociudos Woe Maid IS... Casseoulk Specisi
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